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C. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
BOARD MEETING a SEPTEMBER 30, 2010 6:30P.M. a COLLEGE CENTER- ALUMNI ROOM 
AGENDA 
1. Chair's Report 
1.1. Executive session announcement 
1.2. Trustee Action I tern 
Approval of Minutes {May 13, 2010) 
2. President's Report 
2.1. Discussion Items 
2.1.1. Fact Sheet 
2.1.2. Strategic Plan 2010 Progress Report Update 
3. Academic Affairs 
3.1. Discussion Item 
3.1.1. Academic Affairs Update 
4. College Advancement 
4.1. Discussion Items 
4.1.1. College Advancement Update 
4.1.1.1. University FAQ' s 
4.1.2. D. Justin M·cCarthy College Center name change 
5. Enrollment and Student Development 
5.1. Discussion Item 
5.1.1. Enrollment and Student Development Update 
6. Personnel 
6.1. Discussion Item 
6.1.1. Human Resources Update 
6.2. Trustee Action I tern 
Personnel Actions 
ATTACHMENT 1 
ATTACHMENT 2 
ATTACHMENT 3 
ATTACHMENT 4 
ATTACHMENT 5 
Pursuant to Board of Trustees By-laws, Tru.stees may reserve 30 minutes at the end of the agenda of their regular 
meetings for public participation. Individuals who wish to speak to the Trustees shall so inform the President's 
Office in writing, setting forth the purposes for speaking, at least one week prior to the meeting. Subject to the 
Chair's discretion, individuals will be permitted to speak to the Trustees and will be assigned time within the 
allotted 30 minutes. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
BOARD MEETING D· SEPTEMBER 30,2010 6:30P.M. a COLLEGE CENTER- ALUMNI ROOM 
7. Administration, Finance and Technology 
7 .1. Trustee Action I tern 
FY2010 Independent Audit of Financial Statements 
Delegation Approval 
7.2. Discussion Items 
7 .2.1. Investment Policy Reporting 
Requirement of May 13, 2010 
7.2.2. Capital Plan Update 
7.3. Trustee Action Item 
Framingham State University Science Project Financing 
Memorandum of Agreement (Draft) 
8. New Business 
9. Public Comment 
10. Adjourn 
ATTACHMENT 6 
(MEETING HANDOUT) 
ATTACHMENT 7 
ATTACHMENT 8 
ATTACHMENT 9 
Pursuant to Board of Trustees By-laws, Trustees may reserve 30 minutes at the end of the agenda of their regular 
meetings for public participation. Individuals who wish to speak to the Trustees shall so inform the President's 
Office in writing, setting forth the purposes for speaking, at least one week prior to the meeting. Subject to the 
Chair's discretion, individuals will be permitted to speak to the Trustees and will be assigned time within the 
allotted 30 minutes. 
( 
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DRAFT 
ATTACHMENT 1 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES • FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
BOARD MEETING a MAY 13, 2010 6:30P.M. a COLLEGE CENTER- ALUMNI ROOM 
Minutes 
In attendance: Trustees Boulanger, Combe, Cormio, Hunt, McGrath, Richards, 
Quezada, 
Chair Richards called the meeting to order at 6:35pm. 
1.0 Chair's Report 
Chair Richards asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the March 25, 2010 
meeting. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to accept 
the minutes of the March 25, 2010 meeting as amended. 
********** 
Election of Officers for the AY 2010-2011 year: 
Chair Richards reminded the Board that he had appointed Mary Beth Heffernan, Dan 
Haley and Paul Combe as the Nominating Committee in March 2010. Trustee Combe 
advised that the Committee put forth the following nominations: 
Robert E. Richards, Jr. for Chair 
Raymond Boulanger for Vice Chair 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was voted to appoint Robert E. Richards, Jr. 
as Chair and Raymond Boulanger as Vice Chair to serve for the 2010-2011 academic 
year. 
********** 
Proposed 2010-2011 meeting dates: 
The meeting dates for the 2010-2011 academic year were reviewed. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to accept 
the updated list of meeting dates for the 2010-2011 academic year. 
· .. . -=·· DRAFT 
DRAFT 
September 30,2010 
November 18, 2010 
January 27, .2011 
March 24, 2011 
May 12,2011 
May 22,2011- Commencement 
********** 
Presidential Evaluation Committee: 
ATTACHMENT 1 
. . 
Trustee Richards advised that he &nd Trust~es, Boulanger and Com be would serve as 
the Presidential Evaluation Committee to evaluate the performance of President 
Flanagan in relation to goals and objectives established for the 2009-2010 academic 
year, and review and discuss priorities/goals for the 2010-2011 academic year. 
Chair Richards thanked outgoing Trustees Heffernan, McGrath, and Cormio for their 
·service on the board. 
2.0 President's Report 
President Flanagan distributed his report of notable accomplishments from the 2009~ 
2010 academic year and ~eviewed the content with the Trustees. . 
President Flana~an thanked the executive staff for their hard work during the academic 
year. He was also pleased to report: 
• The position of ~ean of Admissio~s has been filled and advised that Jere my 
Spencer's resume was included in folders provided to the Trustees. Mr. 
Spencer's start date iS May 2:4, 2010. 
.. 
• The search for Vice· President of Academic Affairs has concluded with the 
successful hire of Linda Vaden-Goad, PhD. Linda will start at Framingham 
State College on August 2, 2010~ . 
• Commencement and Alumni/Reunion weekend has been combined this year. 
A schedule of events was included in the meeting folder. Alumni have been 
· invited to process at comme~cement. It is anticipated that 40 alumni will 
participate. Ted Welte, ~ormer chair of the Metro West Chamber of Commerce 
~~:~=-"·- ~. ·~·;.:.:~ ··.~·. DRAFT 
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. ATTACHMENT 1 
will be awarded the Citizen Laureate award at the Graduate Commencement 
Ceremony. 
Academic Affairs Update: 
Dr. Martin presented the final draft of the Mission Statement to the Board for approval. 
Once approved, the Mission Statement will be sent to the Board of Higher Education for 
approval. Chair Richards asked for a motion to approve the Mission· Statement. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to approve the 
Framingham State College Mission Statement as presented. 
********** 
Dr. Martin reported that the proposal for a Bachelor of Arts degree in Criminology has 
been finalized. The proposal has been formally approved through the college 
governance process and approved by President Flanagan. Approval by the Board of 
Trustees authorizes the President to forward the new program to the Board of Higher 
Education for its review and approval. 
Trustee Hunt asked when the program will be up and running. Dr. Martin indicated 
that the program will begin enrollment during the Spring 2011 semester. This will allow 
time for the Board of Higher Education to review and approve the proposed program. 
Trustee Boulanger asked if new faculty would be hired to teach courses in the program. 
A faculty search for a program coordinator will be authorized for the Fall 2010 semester. 
Faculty already employed at the college will support the program initially with new hires 
being authorized as necessary. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to approve the 
Bachelor of Arts Program in Criminology and to direct the President to forward 
the proposal to the Board of Higher Education for review. 
********** 
4.0 College Advancement 
Mr. Hendry reported to the Board an increase in year-to-date total giving, specifically an 
increase of individual gifts up 25%. The trend of unrestricted gifts continues to increase. 
..... 40 ... : tr:. ·: :.o ~ 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
Mr. Jonathan Lee presented an overview of the grant pre-proposal to the Lumina 
Foundation. Framingham State College along with Quinsigamond Commu~ity College ( ) 
and Massachusetts Bay Community College have submitted a pre-proposal for a multi-
institution consortium that will focus on expanding ac_cess and success in education. 
·One of the objectives of the program is improving student retention. Dr. Scott 
Greenberg has been designated as project director . . 
. . 
Mr. Hendzy advised the investment services Request For Proposal has been reviewed by 
the Board of Trustees Finance Sub-committee~ Final decision from the participating 
colleges is due mid-May with the goal to complete the process by June ~o, 2010. 
. . 
Mr. Hendry reported that the Athletics Booster Club Golf Tournament is scheduled for 
June 1, 2o1q . . 
s.o Enrollment and Student Deve!'opment 
Dr. Conley ~eporteq_~h_at enrollm~nt_ figures are ahead ~flastyear's numbers. 
Framingham State College is on track to meet enrollment targets for 2010-2011 
academic year. 
The results from the 3-year out Alumni Survey were presented in an executive summary. 
Dr. Conley reported a 25% response rate. 
Dr. Conley presented an executive summary of the 2010 Maguire Associates' Enrollment 
Opportunities Analysis and entertained questions form the Board. The college 
contracted with Maguire Associates to conduct a limited predictive analysis_ of 
enrollment and enrollment growth ·potential for the next two fiscal years. 
6.0 Personnel 
Ms. Colucci updated the Board on the work of the Diversity Committee. The proposal 
for a Diversity Studies minor has been approved by the committee and has been moved 
to governance for approval. 
Ms. Colucci thanked the members of the Board who attended the Retirement and 
Recognition event. 
Chair Richards thanked both search committees for the Vice President of Academic 
Affairs positi<?n and the Dean of Admission position. He recognized their time 
· commitment and commended them on the successful outcomes of the searches. . : 
~···:~·: ..... , ·.:-~ .... ·,...· 1 ... ;·..:.·-... : ... · - --."'.·· DRAFT :.;·:., w ... , sJ.'" , .... "...rf·.;.~:"· , . .,.. -· 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
An updated list of Personnel Actions was presented to the Board. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to accept 
the revised Personnel Actions as presented. 
********** 
7.0 Administration, Finance, and Technology 
Dr. Hamel presented the FY2011 Trust Fund Budget for approval. Dr. Hamel 
anticipates the F¥2011 Operating Budget to be balanced (without the use of reserves)~ 
There has been no update regarding the implementation of the personnel contracts. 
The budget assumes a selective increase in staff positions and increases in faculty 
positions commensurate with enrollment. The recommended increase in student 
charges is 6.5% for a total increase of $955.00. Even with the increase in tuition and 
fees, Framingham State remains the most affordable college in the State system. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to approve 
the FY2011 Trust Fund Budget as presented. -
********** 
Dr. Hamel recommends to the Board the extension of the dining services contract with 
Sodexo Operations LLC. The five year extension will commence July 1, 2010. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to extend the dining 
services contract with Sodexo Operations, LLC . . 
********** 
9.0 New Business: 
A motion to authorize President Flanagan to act on personnel appointments and other 
matters during the summer months on behalf of the Board of Trustees is requested. 
********** 
On a motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously voted to authorize 
President Flanagan to act on personnel appointments and other matters during the 
summer months on behalf of the Board of Trustees. 
These actions are to be ratified by the Board at its next regularly 
scheduled September meeting. 
********** 
DRAFT ~ - - : ~~ 
DRAFT 
ATTACHMENT 1 
to.o Public Comment: 
Chair Richards asked if there was any public comment. 
· With no public comment, the Chair requested a motion to adjo:urn the May meeting of 
the Board of Trustees. 
********** 
The motion to adjourn the Board of Trustees Meeting was duly made sec;onded and 
unanimously approved. 
********** 
The Board adjourned the open meeting at 9:26pm. 
Respectfully submitted, 
. . 
Robert E. Richards, Esq. 
Chair 
Timothy J. Flanagan, PhD 
President 
-.· -~_, . -., - DRA-FT ·; · .. ,., 
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A. ADMISSIONS 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
Applied 
Accepted 
Enrolled 
Applied 
Accepted 
Enrolled 
B. COURSE REGISTRATIONS 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
C. DEGREES AWARDED 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
D. UNDERGRADUATE 
PERSISTENCE RATE* 
E. UNDERGRADUATE 
GRADUATION RATE 
Four-year 
Six-year 
*preliminary 2009-10. 
Office of Institutional Research 
September 15, 2010 
flRAM~NG~lAM STATrE lH\UVfHlSnV ff=Atr §t:JlEtT 
§lEIPTfUVHB!E~, t2010 
2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 
4,108 4,620 4,837 5,072 
2,744 2,999 2,814 3,084 
1,130 991 1,067 1,051 
285 ~60 221 238 
235 327 211 220 
189 256 197 176 
12,945 12,870 13,017 12,937 
3,001 3,255 2,967 2,882 
722 1 
545 
664 1 
409 
631 I 
462 
714 1 
453 
75%1 73%1 73%1 73%1 
29% 33% 1 27% 1 22% 1 
51% 52% 1 49% 1 43% 1 
ATTACHMENT 2 
Five Year 
2005-06 Average 
4,813 
3,046 
987 
305 
262 
183 
12,634 
3,033 
674 1 
497 
72%1 
25%1 
S0% 1 
4,690 
2,937 
1,045 
282 
251 
200 
12,881 
3,028 
681 
473 
73% 
27% 
49% 
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A Vision for Massachusetts Premier State College: Framingham State College 
Strategic Plan 2010 Progress Review Update 
Focusing on Results 
c ATTACHMENT 3 
June 22, 2010 
The Framingham State College Strategic Plan identifies a number of recommended action steps as identified by the following five committees: Committee on Academic Priorities (CAP), 
Budget and Resources Committee (BRC), College Technology Committee (CTC), Committee on Enrollment and Student Services (ESS), and the Facilities Planning Coxnmittee (FPC). This 
Strategic Plan Progress Review ("Focusing on Results") classifies the recommendations (action steps) of the various committees under six priority strategic objectives. Further, previously 
identified key performance benchmarks have been associated with each identified strategic objective. Schematically, the components of the Progress Review Template include: 
While a number of identified action steps are qualitative in nature· (process-oriented), the key performance benchmarks are quantitative assessments of targeted progress against the 
identified strategic objective consistent with previously developed "dashboard" performance indicators. Specifically, the identified Strategic Objectives and associated Key Results 
Benchmarks are noted as follows: 
From Strategic Plan 
CAP 2.4; CAP 3.0; CAP 3.1; CAP 3.2; CAP 3.3; ESS 2.0; ESS 3.0; ESS 4.0; 
ESSS.O 
ESS 1.0; BRC 5.0; ESS 1.1 
CAP 1.1; CAP 1.2; CAP 1.3; CAP 2.3; CAP 3.4; CAP 4 .0; CAP 5.0; CAP 6 .0; 
FPC 3.1.5; CTC 2 .0; CTC 5 .0; CTC 2.1; CTC 2.1.1; CTC 2.1.2; CTC 2.2; CTC 
2.3; CTC 2.4; CTC 3.0; CTC 3.1.1; CTC 3.1.2; CTC 3.1.3; CTC 3.1.4; ere 
3.1.5; CTC 4.0; CTC 4.1; CTC 4 .2; CTC 4 .3; CTC 4.4; CTC 4.5; CTC 4.6; CTC 
1.0; CTC 1.1; CTC 1.2; CTC 1.3; CTC 1.4; ere 1.5; CTC 1.6; CTC 1.7 
FPC 1.2; FPC 1.3; FPC 2.0; FPC 2.1; FPC 3 .0; FPC 3.1; FPC 3.1.1; FPC 
3.1.2; FPC 3.1.2.1; FPC 3.1.3; FPC 3.1.4; FPC 3.1.5; FPC 4 .0; FPC 4.1; FPC 
4.2; FPC 5.0; FPC 5 .1; FPC 5.1.1; FPC 1.0; FPC 1.1; FPC 1.1.1; FPC 1.1.2; 
FPC 1.1.3; FPC 1.1.4; FPC 1.1.5; FPC 1.1.6; FPC 1.1.7; FPC 1.1.8 
CAP 1.0; BRC 1.0; BRC 1.1; BRC 1.1.1; BRC 1.1.2; BRC 1.1.3; BRC 2.0; BRC 
2.1; BRC 2.1.1; BRC 2.1.2; BRC 2.1.3; BRC 3.0; BRC 4.0; BRC 4.1.1; BRC 
4.1.2 
· Tenure Track Faculty; TotafFTE Faculty; Student/Faculty Ratio; Avg. Class Size 
Percent Full Time Fac_ulty; Percent Facu lty with Terminal Deg~ees 
Program Reviews Completed . 
Nationaliy Accredite~t Programs __ ·. · 
College Designated Capital Spending; State Capital Support 
Classroom. Utilization; ~ercent of Faculty in Single Offices 
State Operations Support 
Student Charges ln.~ome 
Grants and Contracts~ Income 
.Private.FJnd Raising fn-~ome 
Review ( 
Progress associated with identified Action Steps as well as Key Performance Benchmarks is tracked each year using a three tiered progress scale: 
Actions Steps Progress Summary 
No/Little Progress - Red 
Underway/Significant Progress- Yellow 
Completed/Ongoing- Green 
Key Performance Benchmarks Progress Summary 
Deficient Result - Red 
Adequate Result- Yellow 
Met/Exceeded Target - Green 
2008 Baseline 
75% 
25% 
0% 
2008 Baseline 
2009 Progress Report 
33% 
27% 
40% 
2009 Progress Report 
18% 
18% 
64% 
2010 Progress Report 
10% 
20% 
70% 
2010 Progress Report 
20% 
30% 
SO% 
High Prioritv Items 
12% 
40% 
48% 
Notes: Key Performance Benchmarks represent aspirational goals for each year (that is, each year's target is higher than the baseline and prior year goal); progress reporting represents performance against the noted aspirational 
goal. The 2010 Progress Report, in the context of a Strategic Plan developed with a four year time horizon, represents a mid-point assessment for this planning cycle. 
AV2010 Specific Action Steps Progress 
(Consolidated Action Steps) 
( Bold/ltalized items note High Priority action step) 
Completed/Ongoing 
Review departmental assessment practices 
Develop comprehensive First Year Experience program 
Improve student understanding of degree completion paths 
Increase college-funded student financial aid 
Stabilize and grow graduate enrol!ment 
·Review 'college mission statement 
Develop new.,ission-appropriate· academic programs 
Expand program development support 
_Increase funding for student and fO.culty dev. and research 
Expand Distinguished Faculty Award 
Expand course delivery options · 
· Institute systemic progr~m reviews 
Assess faculty development needs; CEL TSS support 
Establish technology advisory committee 
Establish facilities planning committe_~ and process -
Establis.h BR<:: efffciency/effectivel}ess ;;ubcommittee . 
Parking/Infrastructure capital projects 
Develop College Climate Action Plan 
---_ -~ · --------:~ , rea e 0 1c-e iirr;ranfS iifJlJ Sponso.riirRe"Se"a~cli 
, · · · · ", ·• . · Enhance bud~e:t process comml:mi.c~ti?n . 
Six Year Graduation Rate 
· Degrees Conferred - Bachelors 
Number of Fall Freshmen 
·· Total Graduate FTE Students 
'\. . . 
Yield Rate 
GPA Average Score 
College-Funded Financial Aid 
Degreee Programs Offered 
Total FTE Faculty 
Percent FT Faculty with Terminal Degrees 
Student/Faculty Ratio 
College-Designa.ted CapitaJ Spending 
. Percent of Facility in Single Offices 
Student Revenues 
Grants and Conhacts Revenues 
Underway/Significant Progress 
ExpaQd articuiation agreements 
Assess student learning_ outcomes 
Hire al) assessment coor~Hnator · 
Establish a new professional advisor position 
Develop Five Year Enrollment Management Plan 
Expand discussion of expeCtations for faculty 
Consider. ethics role in curriculum 
Consider IT fluency role in curriculum 
Consider arming Campus Police upon certification 
Undertake Hemenway Hall/Science Project 
Undertal<e Residence Hall Project 
Undertake College Center Dining Proj~ct 
Dev~lop plans for Capital Campaign 
Extracurricu-lar/Internship Particip~tioiJ 
Six Month Post-Graduate Placement Rate 
Total Undergrad·uate FTE Students 
Tot.al FTE Students 
SAT Avet:a.ge Score 
Number of Tenure Track Faculty 
Percent Full Time Faculty 
State-Funded Capital Support 
Classroom ·and Laboratory Utilization 
No/Little Progress 
Establish an ~ssessment committee 
Expand Career Seivices_and Employer Relations department 
Develop pre-teRure course release policy 
Provide incentiv~s for environmental issues in curriculum 
Create position of Faculty Technology Mentor 
Hire an Instructional Technologist 
Adopt a two y~ar budget cycl~ for ac~demic departments 
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A Vision for Massachusetts Premier State College: Framingham State College 
Progress Review Template - Focusing on Results 
AV2008 Baseline Goals 
AV2010 Progress Report 
Strategic Objective 
Improve Student Success 
Increase Student Enrollment 
and Qualifications 
Plan Reference 
CAP 2.4 
High Priority (rev) 
CAP3.0 
. Hiah Prioritv 
CAP 3.1 
CAP 3.2 
CAP3.3 
ESS 2.0 
. High Priority 
ESS3.0 
High Priority 
ESS4.0 
ESSS.O 
High Priority 
Plan Reference 
ESS 1.0 
High Priority 
BRC 5.0 
High Priority 
Action Step 
Recommendations/Action Steps 
Identify collaborative degree completion pathways 
Assess student learning outcomes in cross-currricular skills 
Hire an Assessment Coordinator 
Establish an assessment committee 
Review current departmental assessment practices 
Improve advising by building on the existing system by adding a new 
professional advisor position 
Develop a comprehensive First Year Experience based on the findings from the 
FSC Foundations of Excellence Self-Study 
Improve student understanding of degree completion 
Re-structure and enlarge current Career Services and Employer Relations 
department 
Recommendations/Action Steps 
Develop a five-year (UG) Enrollment Management Plan 
Increase College-Funded Student Financial Aid 
No/Little Progress - Red 
Underway/Significant Progress- Yellow 
Completed/Ongoing- Green 
( 
Key Performance Benchmarks 
Action Steps Progress Retention/Graduation/Placement Targets: 
liberal Arts articulation in Liberal Studies 
with 10 comm clgs; 11 program specific 
aggreements developed; 9 add. 
aereements under develooment AY2008 Benchmarks 
Writing and quantitative skills in gen ed First Year Retention: 73% 
operationatized; gen ed review topic 
Planned summer 2010 hire; grant funded 
Planned Fall 2010 activity 
Assessment systems in place for all 
departments 
Hiring of professional advisor deferred; 
Found~tions program provides s~ructure 
100% of Fall 2009 first-time1 first-year 
students will participate in FV Seminar 
Four-year degree templates completed 
Expansion of department deferred 
Six Year Graduation Rate: 43% 
Degrees Conferred: 631-B; 462-M 
Extra7Curricular/lnternship Participation: 192 
Six Month Placement Rate: low 90s% (est. 92%} 
AY2009 
First.Year Reteotion Rate: 75% 
Six Year Graduation Rate: 46%· 
Degress Conferred: 638-B; 466-M · 
Extra-Curricular/lnt.ernship Participation: ·200 
Six Month Placement Rate: 93% 
AY2010 
First Year Retention: 77% 
Six Year Graduation R"te: 48% 
Degrees Conferred: 644-B; 471-M· . 
·Extra-C:ur~!.cul~r/lnternship Participation: 220 
Six Month Placement Rate: 94% 
AY2011 
First Year Retention: 79% 
Six Year Graduation Rate: 50% 
~ D...egrees,..Co.nferr:e_d: Q.SO-B· 47~~· . 
Extra-C~rricul~r/lhternship .Participation: 265 
Six Month Placement Rate: 95% 
AY2012 
First Year Retention: 80% 
Six Year Graduation Rate: 52% 
Degrees Conferred: 657-B; 480-M 
Extra-Curricular/Internship Participa~~on: 320 
Six Month Placement Rate: 96% 
Action Steps Progress Enrollment/Qualifications Targets: 
External review completed; A VlO AY2008 Benchmarks 
anticipated development of plan Fall Freshman: 641 
$418K increase FV08-FV10 Total UG FTE Students: 3,432 
Total Grad FTE Students: 757 
June 22, 2010 
Deficient Result- Red 
Adequate Result- Yellow 
Met/Exceeded Target- Green 
Benchmarks Progress 
Results: 
80% by A Y20i2 
52% by A Y2012 . 
1% increase per year 
5%/10%/20%/20% incr. 
1% increase per ye'?.t;.- . 
73.% 
~":; 
96%. 
75% 
52% 
664-B~ 409-M 
213 
92~ 
Results: 
Maintain 630-660 
1%-2% annual increase 
1%-2% annual increa.se 
---- ---- ---- -----------------------
Develop New Academic 
Programs 
ESS 1.1 
High Priority 
Plan Reference 
CAP 2.0 
. High Priority 
CAP 2.1 
. High Priority 
CAP 2.2 
. High Priority 
( (~ 
Stabilize and grow graduate enrollment through marketing, recruitment, and M.Ed. with concentration in Nutrition Total FTE Students: 4,189 
New UG Yield Rate: 29% 
GPA/SAT Averages: 3.08/1050 
new programs Educ.; Graduate Sustainabi/ity Certificate; 
Recommendations/Action Steps 
Review the College's Mission Statement 
Develop new mission-appropriate academic programs 
Create a fund to support program development efforts 
Greater use of web in marketing; 
College Fee-Funded Financial Aid: $500K 
AY2009 
Fail Freshmen: 645 
Total UG FTE Students: 3,460 
Total Grad FTE Students: 765 
Total FTE Students: 4,225 
New UG Yield Rate: 29% 
· GPA/SAT Averages: 3.08/1050 
· College Fee-Funded FinanciaiAid: $6SOK 
AY2010 
Fall Fresh~en: 650 
Total UG FTE St~dents: 3,500 
Total Grad FTE Students: 775 
Total FTE ~tudents: 4,275 
Yield Rate: 30% 
· GPA/SAT Averages: 3.09/105.5 
Colle~e F~~-Funded Financial Aid: $80QK' . 
AY2011 
Fall Freshmen: 655 
Tot~ I UG FTE Students: 3,550 .. 
Total Grad FTE Students: 785 
Total FTE Students: 4,335 
Yie"ld Rate: 30% 
GPA/SAT Averages: 3.09/1055 
College Fee-Funded Financial Aid: $9SOK _ 
AY2012 . 
Fall Freshmen: 660 
Total UG FTE Students: 3,600 
Total Grad FTE Students: 800 
Total, FTE Students: 4,400 
.,.,_ Yield..Rate: 3.1% -~ -
GPA/SAT Averages: 3.10/1060 
College Fee-Funded Financial Aid: $1.1M 
Action Steps Progress · ~egree Program Offerin'gs Targets: 
Mission Committee Developed and revised AY2008 Benchmark: 25-B; 23-M 
statement approved by BOT AY2009 Degr.ee Programs: 25-B; 24-M 
Environmental Science approved; AY2010 Degree Programs: 26-B; 24-M 
Criminology at BHE; Medin Nutrition AY2011 Degree Programs: 26-8; .24-M; 1-D 
Education; Graduate Certificate in AY.2012 Degree Programs: 27-B; 24-M; 1-D 
Sustainable Development; Health Info Mgt 
plan; Professional Science Masters; STEM 
Education Masters 
AY07 to AY10 increase of $175K in 
Academic Support Grant funding • 
1%-2% annual increase 
2% annual by A Y2012 
Highest in the SC Segment 
$150K increase per year 
{)50 
3,441 
796 
4,237 
27% 
. - 3.14/1038 
· $74,0K ($24oK increase) 
·n4 
3,4i8 
196 
4,21,3 
34% 
. 3.18/1031 
$9GSK budget ($228K inc) 
4 new programs by A Y2012 
25-B; 24-M 
26-B; 24-M 
Enhance Quality of Teaching 
and Learning 
Plan Reference 
CAP 1.1 
. High Priority 
CAP 1.2 
CAP 1.3 
High Priority (rev) 
CAP 2.3 
CAP 3.4 
CAP4.0 
CAP 5.0 
CAP6.0 
FPC 3.1.5 
ere 2.o;erc 5.o 
ere 2.1 
ere 2.1.1 
ere 2.1.2 
erc2.2 
ere 2.3 
ere 2.4 
ere 3.0 
ere 3.1.1 
High Priority 
ere 3.1.2 
High Priority 
__ crc3.1.3.. 
erC3.1.4 
ere 3.1.5 
erC4.0 
erC4.1 
erc4.2 
erC4.3 
erC4.4 
erC4.5 
( / \ 
Recommendations/Action Steps Action Steps Progress Selected Targets: 
Create annual pools of competitive internal funds to support student and 
faculty development and research 
Expand the Distinguish~d Faculty Member Award 
Support departmental discussion about teaching, scholarship, service 
expectations for faculty 
AY07-AY10 increase of $175K in Academic 
Support Grant funding 
Expansion to 3 annual awards 
Discussions initiated with department 
chairs and through CELTSS 
Explore different course delivery options 
Make program reviews more systematic 
Assess faculty development needs 
Hybrid courses approved; 4:30 courses 
Academic Program Review cycles 
CELTSS conducted a needs assessment and 
FSC participated in a survey on faculty 
professional dev through Eduventures 
Identify CELTSS as the lead organizational unit for all faculty development and CEL TSS is lead unit for faculty professional 
orientation activities 
Develop pre-tenure course release policy 
Adopt incentives for faculty to incorporate environmentally creative 
challenges in interdisciplinary curricula and programs 
Establish review board on ethical use of IT; Establish a College-wide ethics 
committee 
Build awareness in campus community of ethics 
Discuss ethics at annual faculty development day 
Promote awareness of the successful and contributing "digital citizen" 
Measure· current digital citizenship and assess effectiveness of awareness of 
education efforts 
Incorporate ethics throughout the curriculum 
Recommend integration of ethical use of technology across campus 
Establish an ad-hoc committee to guide strong support for faculty and 
students in use of technology 
Fund faculty development in pedagogical uses of technology 
Create the position of Faculty Technology Mentor 
Hire_,gn l...llitructiQll_g_IJe~hll..Qiogi~L-. __ _ _ _ _ ___ . __ ~ 
Offer faculty a more in-depth and hands-on workshop experience of 
integrating technology into the classroom 
Conduct a survey of current faculty use of, attitudes toward, and needs in 
_ regards to technology 
Set up process for selecting future technology 
Establish a sub-committee of ere to advance new applications 
Develop a system to monitor developments in IT pertaining to higher 
education 
Establish a process for identifying technology that will have a campus-wide 
impact; sponsor travel to Educause. 
Develop guidelines for introducing new technology to campus 
Establish mechanism for assessing effectiveness of newly acquired technology 
development and orientation 
Deferred because of budget constraints 
No progress 
CTC 2.0 (and sub-items) and CTC 5.0 to be 
considered as part of Academic Plan 
College Technology Cmt (CTC) reconvened 
inAY2010 
Consideration in ASG allocations 
Deferred because of budget constraints 
~ft;rr_!d be_ca~~f ~dget c~st_.~!n~ ,. 
AYOS-09 workshops reoriented to address 
this objective 
Survey sent out at end of AY2009 and 
results compiled 
CFLT considers new technology and 
departmental policies documented 
CTC sub-committee formed; part of on-
going review 
CTC sub-committee formed; part of on-
going review 
Process noted above; EDUCAUSE travel 
funded during AYlO. 
Process noted above. 
ATDE sul"l.ey of availability and support of 
instruction technology. 
A Y2008 Benchmarks 
Tenure Track Faculty: 148 
Total FTE Faculty: 196 
Percent Full Time Faculty: 85% 
Percent FT Faculty with Terminal Degrees: 83% 
Student/Faculty Ratio: 16:1 
Program Reviews Completed: 4. 
Nationally Accredited Program.s: 2: _ 
AY2009 
Tenure Track Faculty: 151 
Total FTE -Facul_ty (AA calc): 199-
Perce_nt Fuli Time Faculty: 85% _ 
P.~rc~nt V Fa~ulty with T~rniirial .Degrees; 83% 
Student/faculty Ratio: 16:1 · 
Program-Reviews Completed: S 
Nationally Accredited Programs: 2 
AY2010 
Tenur,e .frac;k_ Faculty: 154 . ::. _, · · 
Total FTE Fa~u!ty (AA ca.Jc) :_202 
Percent 'Full Time Faculty: s6% < . 
Percent ft F~culty witH Ter~i~al Degr~~s.: 84% , 
Student/Faculty .Ra~io: 16:1 · · · 
Program R~views Complet~d:S 
Nationally Accredited Programs: 3 
AY20il .' • . - , 
Temure Tra~k Faculw: 156 · 
T~i:al FTE FaculfY: io5 ·· 
Percent Full Time F~culty: 86ro 
Percent FT Faculty with T~rminal D~grees: 84% 
Student/Faculw Ratio: 16:1 .- · 
--Prbg;;;n) R~~ws C~eted:S., . ---
Nationally Accredited Prog.ra_ms: 4 
AY201,2 
Tenure Track Faculty: 158 
Total FTE Faculty: 208 
Percent Full Time Fac~lty: 87% 
Percent FT Faculty with Terminal Degrees: 85% 
Student/Faculty Ratio: 19:1 
Program Reviews Completed: 5 
Nationally Accredited Prowams:_ 5 
Results: 
Increase with enrollment 
Increase with enrollment 
in~rease per plan 
Increase ?% by A Y2012 
Maintain Ratio 
5peryecir 
· 5 byAY?012 
. 154 
207 
84% 
·,83% 
151' 
206 
~% 
84% 
16:1 
i 
2 
Enhance and Improve ttle 
CTC4.6 
CTC 1.0 
CTC 1.1 
CTC 1.2 
High Priority 
CTC 1.3 
CTC 1.4 
High Priority 
CTC 1.5 
CTC 1.6 
CTC 1.7 
Plan Reference 
FPC 1.2 
FPC 1.3 
FPC 2.0 
FPC 2.1 
FPC3.0 
FPC 3.1 
. High Priority 
FPC 3.1.1 
FPC3.1.2 
FPC 3.1.2.1 
FPC 3.1.3 
FPC 3.1.4 
·FPEA.O '"7 
FPC4.1 
FPC4.2 
FPC 5.0 
FPC5.1 
. High Priority 
FPC 5.1.1 
FPC 1.0 
FPC 1.1 
FPC 1.1.1 
FPC 1.1.2 
FPC 1.1.3 
( 
Form focus groups of students to identify desired technologies CTC survet completed Spring 10 
Establish definitions and standards regarding information technology fluency CTC 1.0 and sub-items to be considered as 
and methods of assessment part of Academic Plan process 
Set goal that all graduates will reach established Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) standards by Spring 2012 
Develop instrument to assess student ICT fluencies 
Assess baseline understanding of current student ICT fluencies 
Research integration of ICT in a higher education curriculum 
Recommend to governance change of cross-curricular term "computer skills" 
to "information and communications technology" 
Recommend to governance addition of ICT as a general education goal 
Include ICT in First Year Seminar 
( 
Recommendations/Action Steps Action Steps Progress Capital Exp~nditure/Utilization Targets: 
Maintain the Facilities Planning Committee as a standing committee 
Solicit departmental requests for long term facilities needs in anticipation of 
future needs · 
Adopt a Capital Project Request Policy 
Adopt a holistic Environmental Policy 
Undertake environmentally responsible campus actions 
Adopt a College Climate Action Plan 
Acceptance of goals set forth by the Mass. Executive Order 484 for energy use 
and greenhouse gas emmissions 
Implement Framingham State College Climate Action Plan 
Hire a professional consultant to oversee the completion and implementation 
of the Climate ~£1:iori Plan 
Increase use of sustainable energy conservation practices 
Increase support for student sponsored or initiated environmental endeavors 
- Enhafl€e Facilities-Department- assessment & eemmunieation -
Perform an annual survey of faculty and staff to determine satisfaction with 
Facilities operations 
Adopt Facilities department mission statement 
Enhance Campus Safety 
Facilities Cmt reconvened in AY10 
Various facilities studies underway; 
facilities request process developed 
Formalized process put into effect 
Climate Action Plan completed in A Y09 
Numerous initiatives completed 
Climate Action Plan completed in AY09 
Noted In Climate Action Plan 
Numerous initiatives completed 
Completed in AY09 
Numerous initiatives completed 
Numerous initiatives completed 
A Y2008 Benchmarks 
College Designated Spending: $J,.9M _ 
State Capital Support: $5.5M 
.Classroom/Lab Utilization: 62.%/2.6% 
Percent of F_acu/ty in Single Otftce~: 80% 
AY2009 
College Designated Spendin~: $1:9rvt 
State Capital Support: $2.o:fvi aggre:_g~te · 
Classroom/Lab Utilization: 63%/~7~;. -
Percent of Faculty in Single: Offices: 80% 
AV2010 
College Designated Spending: $.1.9M . 
State Capital Support: $8.0M aggregate 
.Ciassroom'tt.ab Utlllzation:.f!4%/28% · 
Percent of Facll,lty,ln Single Off!ces: SOOA 
AY2011 
klentified initiatives c:ompleted ~ , ~- CGIIege Designated Spe.nding;.$1.9M _. 
Surveys undertaken State Capital Support: $16.0M aggregate 
Classroom Utiliz.ation: 65%/29% ' 
Completed in AY09 Percent of Faculty_ in Single Off~ces: 80% 
Multiple initiatives undertaken A 't'2012 
Consider arming the FSC,Campus Police following all stipulated conditions and Focus first on certification; Mock review by College Designated Spending: $1.9M 
State Capital Support: $35.0M aggregate 
Classroom/Lab U~ilization: 66%/30% 
Per<;ent of Faculty in Single Offices: 90% 
pending approval of Board of Trustees Fall 2010; Certification by end AY11 
Increase staffing levels of FSCPD Positions refilled in AY09 
Undertake major capital construction initiatives 
Approval of capital projects identified in 2007 Master Plan 
Crocker Hall renovation 
Hemenway Hall Projects (3 Phases) 
Campus wide infrastructure improvements 
Various projects initiated and undeiway 
Funding diverted to O'Connor Hall project 
Study·near completion 
Various projects initiated and underway 
,· College annual support-
cdnsistent -~ ~pprox $1;9M 
Aggre&ate. FY09-FY13: $SOM 
$2.6M (NN) 
_ $0.4M 
62%/29%. 
83% 
FPC 1.1.4 
FPC 1.1.5 
FPC 1.1.6 
FPC 1.1.7 
FPC 1.1.8 
En~ance Budget Understanding Plan Reference 
& Diversify Income Streams 
Actions Steps Progress Summary 
CAP 1.0 
BRC 1.0 
BRC 1.1 
. High Priority 
BRC 1.1.1 
BRC 1.1.2 
· BRC 1.1.3 
BRC 2.0 
BRC 2.1 
BRC 2.1.1 
BRC 2.1.2 
BRC 2.1.3 
BRC 3.0 
High Priority 
BRC4.0 
BRC4.1 
- _B.RC 4.1.1 _ 
BRC4.1.2 
. · ·No/Little Progress - Red 
Underway/Significant Progress- Yellow 
Completed/Ongoing- Green 
Key Performance Benchmarks Progress Summary 
Deflcie.nt Result - Red 
Adequate Result- Yellow 
Met/Exceeded Target - Green 
Library modernization and renovations 
Parking additions 
/ ( 
Residence hall expansion or new building for 120 beds 
Campus landscape improvments, lighting and pedestrian safety 
College Center dining capacity expansion 
Recommendations/Action Steps 
Create an Office of Research, Grants and Sponsored Research 
Enhance transparency in budget development and resource allocation 
Establish Budget and Resource Committee as an on-going advisory committee 
Present budget and planning documents for college community consideration 
timed with Board of Trustees review 
Schedule periodic information sessions/open meetings for the College 
community 
Post informational items (using Blackboard and Portal) for the College 
community 
Enhance communication of long-term financial plans 
Assign BRC with responsibility for coordinating ad hoc committee 
recommendations from a bu~geting perspective 
Appoint the BRC as a clearinghouse for coordination of strategic planning 
committee recommendations 
Enhance campus understanding of the College's five year budget process 
Adopt a two-year budget cycle for academic departments and provide 
mechanism for input into resource allocation process 
Develop· plans for undertaking a comprehensive capital campaign as well as 
initiatives in support of the annual program 
Identify annual efficiency/effectiveness initiatives 
EstablishBRC E2 (Efficiency/Effectiveness) Sub-Committee 
Co.llectJnformation.(aod identify .data gaps}. and,esta_bli.shJ!Ieasur_g~ 
appropriate for the determination of proposal benefits and costs 
Create a process for consideration and comparison of budget proposals 
2008'Baseline ' 
1$% 
25% 
0% 
2008 Baseline 
2009 Progress Report 
33%. 
27% 
. 40% 
2009 Progress Report 
18% 
18% 
64% 
2010 Progress Report 
10% 
20% 
70% 
2010 Progress Report 
200-' 
30% 
SO% 
Phase I completed summer 09; Phase II 
planned summer 2010 
Normal Hill lot expansion completed AY09 
Construction underway 
Vario1,1s projects completed 
Construction underway 
( 
\ 
Action Steps Progress Revenue Targets: 
Completed A YlO 
Weekly communication initiated in A Y09 
Completed in AY09 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed . 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
One year AA budget submitted; chairs 
inform resource allocation 
Capital campaign in planning phase; 
annual program initiatives ccompleted. 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
Completed 
A Y2008 Benchmarks 
State Operations Support: $23.8M 
Student Charges Net lncom~: $22.3M 
Grants and Contracts: $2.3M · 
Private Fund Raising: $950K 
AY2009 
. ~tate Operations Support: $24.9M ,_(4.5%) 
Student Charges Net Income:· $23.4M. (4.9%) 
Grants and Contracts: $2.5M (5%) 
Private Fund Raising:$1.0M (5%) 
· AY2010 
State Operations Support: $25.9M. (4.4%) 
Student Charges Net Income! $24,6M (4.9o-") 
·Grants and Contracts: $2.7M (s.o%) 
Private Fund Raising $9SOK (Re~ised) 
AY2011 
State Operations Support: $27.0M (4.4%) 
Student Charges Net ln~ome: $25.8M (4.9%) 
·Grants and Contracts: $2.9M (7%) 
Private Fund Raising: $1.0M (Revised) 
AY2012 . 
State Operations Support:$28.2M (4.4%) 
Student Charges Net lncome:$27.1M (4.9%) 
}lrants and Cont@_£ts: i3J.M 7% 
Private Fund . Raising: $1.0M (Revised) 
Student Charges N~t Income =Tuition and Fees Revenue· Scholarship Allowance· College 
Operations Fee Scholarships 
Results: 
> 4.0% annual increases 
· ·5.0%'net annual increase 
> 5.0% qnnual increases . 
> 10:o%'annua/ increases . 
$2i4M (Post.9-c cuts) 
$23.2M 
$i:9M 
$1.3M 
$19.1M 
From audit$ available Sept.· 
·'-', ' 2010- likely rrie{ 
, $0.7M 
" ' . 
Framingham State College 
. Board of Trustees 
Update 
Division of Academic Affairs -
. . . 
· Dr. Linda Vaden-Goad,· Vice President 
September 15, 2010 
Goals, Division of Academic Affairs, 2010-2011 
Ll ~(1~)~A=c=a=d=e=m=t=·c=P=l=a=n=n=i=n~g~,=A=s=se=s=s=m==en=t=a=n=d==P=r=o~gr=a=m==D==ev==el=o~p=m==e=n~t ________________________ ~l _ 
);> Academic Planning and Assessment 
• Planning Structure/Governance: Create an appropriate structure for the development 
of a meairingful acaderpic plan through consultation with faculty, chairs and 
administration. 
• Academic Plan: Overview 
• Missions, Goals, Learning Outcomes and Visions: The overall academic plan 
should flow from the university's mission, core values, general education goals, 
and vision. · 
• All unit-based missions, goals, learning outcomes and vision statements 
should be nested within these structures, and should be developed and 
reviewed. 
• . General education goals and objectives should be assessed and annually 
reviewed using rubrics for each goal. · . 
• Annual Plan, Assessment and Report: creating a 11 culture of evidence" · 
• Data: regular use of program-level data. Identify and begin data 
collection that will enable the annual review of existing academic 
p~ograms' progress and success (retention, graduation rate, recruitment, 
11 
conversion rates" or yield) 
0 regular review of the curriculum and scheduling practices; 
o regular review of student support and its effectiveness; 
o procedure in each program for mapping student progress toward 
degree; · · 
0 procedure for connecting these student' plans and maps to the 
students' understanding of how to progress effectively in their 
programs. 
-• - Assessment and Report: clear assessment reviews, structured within 
. annual goals built from the previous year's outcomes assessment; Work 
with Institutional R~search and Assessment offices to .create a fully~ 
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. . . 
developed assessrn.e;nt plan that includes annual assessment, annual 
reports, and annual -planning/budgeting . .. _ . . . . . 
o Annual Assessment. Report: • ~reate ·rubrics for annual assessment 
. in e~ch unit; create asse.ssfl1ent reporting structure, and utilize 
annual reports for the basis of th~ self~study that leads into 5-year 
·review; ·: : 
o · 5-Year Progiam Review: Create regular 5-year program reviews 
(on rotation); process to ~ncl-q.de outside ·reviewers; modify 
programs as ne~essary} · 
o · General Education Assessment: Establish and conduct a regular 
review of the general educationprogram's goals and objectives. 
• · Consistent with the Davis Educational Foundation grant proposal: · 
• Learning Outcomes: Develop clear and ·assessable learning outcomes for the 
general education program that align with college's mission and core values 
·• Professional Development: Offer professional development opportunities for 
··_·representatives of every department on general education outcomes assessment, 
particularly on course-level assessment instruments and processes 
• General Education Assessment: The university _will begin implementation of 
. general educatio~ assessment that will be determined (best-practice general 
education assessment practices will be used) 
• DepartmentaVUnit Assessment: Each department will review its goals and 
objectives, create a clear assessment plan/ procedure, and work to "close the loop" 
· on an annual basis. Also, each department will review how the general education 
program is serving its students. ·· . · 
• Assessment Data: The Director of Assessment will work with IR to develop 
processes for assembling and disseminating collected data and then with faculty for 
interpreting these data 
• • Assessment Reports: Each department will generate an report on its assessment 
efforts (to be submitted in the early Fall semester (allowing for the use of end of 
academic year data) 
)- Academic Program Development 
• Programs in the Pipeline: Follow-up on programs in the pipeline to bring to 
. completion: 
· • B.A. in Criminology (at BHE); · 
• ·M.Ed. in STEM Education 
Page 2 of 6 
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• ·Professional Science Graduate Certificate (full program to be offered starting in 
September 2011) and . . . . . 
• . Professional Science Masters (proposal to be developed for BHE by spring 2011 ); 
• PBTL in Teaching ·American Sign Language with a long-range view toward a BA 
in Deaf Studies - grant proposal in development 
• Study Abroad Opportunities: Continue to develop high-quality, low-cost study . · 
abroad opportunities; utilize other m.ethods of globalizing the curriculum that are low 
to no C()St (example: using Skype-type technology to bring in speakers fro1n other · ·. 
countries). · 
• International Student Recruitment: Work with Enrollment and Student Development 
on the recruitment of international students 
• . New Program Development: Within context of academic plan, all departments should 
engage in." environmental scan" regarding current and potential new programs (using 
data to support requests) 
~ Accreditation: study the feasibility of each, including findings in annual report 
• Education: Work with Education Department and other teacher preparation 
programs to develop timeline and action steps leading to NCATE accreditation 
• Business: The Economics and Business Accreditation Department will be working 
during 2010-11 to determine whether and what accreditation to pursue, consistent 
with their strategic plan. 
• Art: (NASAD) 
• Computer Science (ABET). 
~ . Faculty Roles and Expectations 
. . 
• · · Faculty Performance Expectations: · Initiate discussions with department chairs and 
within each academic department aboutcreatingclearer and mutually agreed upon 
expectations for faculty performance (that is, what is appropriate continuing 
scholarship, what is meant by "quality, significance, and rele-yance"). 
~ Transfer of courses and students 
• Review of Transfer Policies a.nd Practices: Conduct review (with Enrollment and 
Student Development) policies and practices to facilitate and streamline transfer of · 
courses and students to·FSU. · 
• . Articulation Agreements: Continue to work with academic departments on formal 
articulation agr~ements, with cornnlunity colleges. Collaborate with Ad!nissions Office 
to stre·ainline the processing of articulation requests submitted by community colleges . 
.. ' ~ : Page 3 of6 
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~ Assessment ()f Academic. Advising: structure, procedure's and perceptions 
• . Descriptive Analysis of Current Advisement System: . Create a ciear descriptive 
analysis of h()W-the academic advisement system current is structUred (physical 
. locations, reporting structures, procedures, including hand-offs and formal/informal 
procedures, and polic.ie~s), integrating information from CASA, the Registrar's office, 
first-year programs and faculty. · · · · · 
o Existing Data: Work with Institutional Research to identify and review existing 
·· data on student perceptions of academic advisirig · 
o Possible Focus Groups: 
• · Student Perceptions: Collect additional data on student perception of 
advising (if needed) by focus groups and/ or by contractual form 
(Appendix H-Student Informational Questionnaire on Dep~tment 
Academic Advising) · 
• Faculty and Staff Perceptions: Collect data on faculty and staff 
. perceptions of advisement 
• Changes- Structural and Procedural: Evaluate data and consider changes in structure 
and procedure. 
• Advisement Review Committee: Establish committee to consider alternative 
structures and procedures for delivering academic advising composed of faculty, 
· students and staff . . 
• Data and Procedures: Evaluation should include outcome data re 
perceptions, best practices and· student success data (e.g., delivering first-
year .advising through the First-Year Foundations Program, front-loading 
advising resources, supplemental use of peer advisers, using at-risk 
student data to assist our planning for and management of first-year 
students and transfer students) . 
• . Organization: The review of academic advising should also consider its 
organization and reporting line and take place in the broader context of 
discussions about academic organization 
~ Communicate progress in advisement at the department and university level 
• As effective changes are made in the advisement procedure, find effective methods for 
communicating positive changes to the university community~ ·. 
I (3) Academic Organization · 
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);> As~ociate Vice President for AcademicMfairs: F~cus on Institutional Effectiveness 
• · Direct . 
• .. Assessment: (with the Director of Assessment ·as a. I{ direct report") . . 
• Institutio!lal Res,earch (with the Director of Institutional Research as a udinict 
report'} . . . . . . . . 
I! Scheduling(workfngvyith chairs on s·cheduling, schedule changes, schedule 
• problems, ·and assessing the effectiveness of the academic schedule) 
• · Assist 
• P'rogram Review (assi~t) 
• ·. An~ual R~p6rts forAcaderriic.Affairs (assist the VPAAin creating a format for the 
annual reports from_ each 'department, and integrating the departmental -reports into 
. one Academic Affa.irs report~ to inc~ude departmental prog~am goals, program 
data, arid annual assessment reports by department, showing how the programs 
.. ((closed the loops" etc.). Timelinesneed to be constructed that recognize the 
academic calendar. 
• Faculty Hiring (assist by coordinating the hiring process, working with the chairs to 
propose needed positions, running the searches, and proposing final candidates to 
VPAA) 
)' Centers: Create a direct reporting structure of centers to VP AA so that their efforts are more 
clearly integrated into the whole of academic affairs. Invite center directors toall direct-report 
regular meetingsso that academic departments can become more involved (student 
internships, faculty involvement, .etc.). · · · · 
)' Administrative Structure: Long-Term: study feasibility and desirability of instituting 
"schools" pr: "colleges" to enable better planning and focus 
(4) Academic Excellence: Celebrate, Support, and Focus 
. . . . 
. . 
)' Celebrate Excellence and Success: Find riew ways to celebrate the_ academic excellence of our · 
students and faculty, including_ the development of: 
o · Students: 
• ·. university-wide student research day (Spring 2011) 
• senior project/ portfolio . celebrations, 
. • . . student journals . 
• deans' list receptions with families/parents, etc. 
o Faculty: .• . ·. · · . . · . . . · .. · 
• .·, Authors'- Events (readings/book.:.siinings) 
!I .. Tenure and Promotion Receptions 
. PageS. of 6 
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• Awards: . and ways to. place recipients II front~and:center"_ in important academic 
· events 
.. • .Possibly cteate"Classof 20xx Faculty Fellows;, each year to assist in 
· · ·: connecting . . · · · 
. • . · Raise money for awards . . . .· . . 
>- Support ·student/Faculty Collaborative· Research/Creative ActivitY: Find new ways to 
support student/ faculty collaborative ·research. 
>- . Focus on Academic Excellence and Achievement: Work with the rest of the university 
community to communic<:tte the academic excellence and achievements more effectively in all 
venues (even athletiC events, for example, by listing students' majors next to their names in · 
programs, etc.) 
I (5) Community Involvement and Invitation· . 
>-· Coll~b~rate and Partner with Community: . 
o . Create Descriptive Analysis of Current Collaborations and Partnerships: Create ·· 
. analysis of current partnerships, establishing a record and possible event on an annual 
~~ . . . . 
o · New Collaborations: . Find new ways to involve and invite the cominunity to be a part 
·. of what we are doing (example, create a 11 One Book, One Community"_ that is 
collaborative with the first-year reading, and involves the local public library, our 
· whole university community, the public school system, the city government, and other 
possible partners. like hospitals, prison education programs, etc.) 
~ Panels and Talks: Research out to the community by hosting informative panels (example, 
Farm Pond "descriptive analysis" of where we are re the biology, ecology, water cherriistry, · 
social.history, etc). 
~ Outreach: Find new ways to be useful to the conu:nunity via the academic programs (Bridge 
Program, research, etc.) · 
. • .. ~ 
( 
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Division of University Advancement 
Christopher Hendry, Vice President 
September 15, 2010 
FYlO Review 
Fund raising 
a. Strong overall fundraising year ($842K) lead by grants and sponsored programs 
including: _ . 
i. Davis Educational Foundation grant to support assessment initiatives (3 
year/ $250K) . . . . 
ii. NASA Su~er of Innovation grant to support the McAuliffe ·Center ($lOOK) 
iii. Anonymous private foundation support for library resources for the new 
undergraduate Life Sciences program ($18K) 
b. Increased restricted support realized during "Restricted Giving Campaign" (370% 
increase in number of gifts) 
c. Focused on leadership support from four major boards 
i. Trustees 82% (9 of 11) 
ii. Foundation 90% (18 of 20) 
iii. Alumni 93% .(13 of 14) 
iv. President's CouncillOO% (13 of 13) 
FYll Goals 
I. University Staffing 
a. Final stages of hiring staff associate for External Relations. This person will assume 
primary communications responsibilities on campus 
b. Hired Robert (Bob) Walrnsley'02 as Assistant Pirector of Ahuimi Relations. Bob has 
been on staff for two years as a contractor and assumed alumni relations . 
responsibilities as of August 1, 2010. Bob is charged with both increasing the number 
of alumni activities throughout the year as well as increasing the number of alumni 
who participate arid are engaged with the University. 
c. Promoted Maria Quiray to.Director of Annual Giving. Maria had led our alumni · 
relations activities for three years and now is making the transition to front line : 
fundraising. Maria is charged with inc~easing annual giving, increasing our alumni 
participation rate and developing new campai~ (staff; parent etc~) 
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. -. Update 
d: · Hired Luis Rodriguez '10 part-time as a Graphic Designer to support campus 
initiatives. Lu1s c::reated the new logo and color scheme for our University branding 
efforts (see attached). . . 
. II. - Foundation . · 
~. . . 
. a. . Identify and secure five new directors (total to 24) replacing newly appointed 
Trustee Joseph ~urchill. · · 
·b . . Development fundrais~g committe~ to provide guidance on future c~paigns 
c. lrlcreas~ ~e~orking .opportunities . to meet and engage potential · 
donors/ corporations with the University 
III. Communications 
a. Engage faculty and staff in an effort to update the University StJle Guide to reflect 
necessary changes to reflect University status as well as address lingering concerns 
over previous adaptation. 
b. Provide additional photography and graphic design support through the Office of 
University Advancement 
. c. · The two Frequently Asked Questions (F AQs) distributed to 
campus this summer regarding "University status" 
Attachment 
. are attached for your review. 
IV~ Fundraising 
a . . Increase private support by 10% over FY10 to $920K 
b. Increase alumni partiCipation rate by 1% over FY10 to 6.1 %, with a goal of 
approaching the national benchmark (7.3%) by FY13. 
c. · Complete database prospect screening by Target Analytics (October 2010) to 
determine: · · . · . 
i. # of realistic :prospects . · 
ii. Cumulative potential wealth 
iii. Identify major prospects (donors capable of making six figure or greater 
gifts to .the University) . 
d. · Begin needs assessment to help determine priorities in advance of comprehensive 
: ·_ campaigns. T?is will include meeting with campus co~stituents and fr~uning a Case 
· statement · 
· e. · Build a b~dget for a · comprehensive camp~ign including staffing request~ 
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State University 
. What is the Impact of the new Massachusetts State University System? 
Recently the state legislature passed and Governor Patrick signed_ a bill creating a 
Massachusetts State University system. ·The bill recognizes that .the Massachusetts State 
Colleges already were regional teaching universities in everything but name. As 
comprehensive institutions offering undergraduate and graduate degrees in a wide range of 
disciplines, the State Colleges all met nationally recognized criteria of being universities. 
As a result of this bill, six comprehensive state colleges will be renamed as Bridgewater State 
University, Fitchburg State University, Framingham State University, Salem State University, 
Westfield State University and Worcester State University. Three specialized state colleges-
Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts and 
Massachusetts Maritime Academy - which serve very unique missions, will retain their existing 
( ' names but as members of a state university system. 
Since today' s state universities were first created in the 1830's and 1840s, the institutions have 
adopted name changes to fit their evolving mission- moving from Normal Schools to State 
Teachers' Colleges to State Colleges, and now to State Universities. Forty-five other states fu the U.S. 
already have made the transition to state university systems. 
We believe strongly that this change will enhance the value of out students' degrees and help 
them compete for jobs; help our colleges compete for private and federal grants and attract the 
best faculty from national pools of candidates; and, benefit our state by keeping more 
Massachusetts students in state to attend college. 
As this is the first major name change since the institutions became state colleges in the 1960s, a 
number of important questions have been raised. The important point to keep in mind is that 
the state colleges are not changing their mission or what they provide to students as a result of 
- this name change. 
Frequently Asked Questions 
Will the name change result in higher admission standards for students? 
No, the admissions standards, which have been in place for over a decade, will not be impacted 
by this law. The change to a state university system is one of name only; it does not change our 
mission of expanding access to a college education for residents of the Commonwealth. 
:". 
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. Will th~ na~~change increase in_ studen.t tuition & f~es? . . 
We are coti1ri1itted tq m~ntairiing our di~tinction as the m~st affqrdable path to a four~ year 
degree~ Our average tuition and fees are ctirrently $6,818 per year, among the lowest for four-
year programs throughou~ New England. Stu<:feritcqsts will not increase as~ result of the 
change to a state univer~ity system._ ·• ·. •-,. · · . · -. :_ · - · 
is financial aid impacte4 by the name change? ·. · 
No. The same for~s, procedures an.d standards for apply~g for and receivfug financial aid will 
continue to apply. . . ... -- . 
';·""r-
. ~' . 
• Will the name change cost the colleges a lot of money to implement the ~hange? . 
The name change does no.t ch~ge out ri:tissions or createnew program5 ot degrees. The only 
costsa~sociated with :fuis name change will be minor ones related to new signage arid ·. 
stationary, which the.colleges would replace in the normal course of business and within . 
existing_"f?udget?: · ·::..- · ·· · · · ' · · · .. .. · · · · · 
,· ... , .. 
·, . 
What changes will curr~nt students see as a result of the name change? 
Outside of new signag~, which _will be replaced_ gradually, there will be no apparent changes. · 
However, we hope the creation of a state tiruversity system\:reates in our students and 
communities a renewed sense of pride .in the ·excelleri~e of their college-s: - . . . - . 
j __ : 
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Will class size be impacted by the name change? . . . . . 
The Massachusetts State Universities currently have anaverage student: faculty ratio 'of 15:1. ( 
This legislation will not impact in any way the small classes and opportunities to work one-on-
. one-with faculty members> which are hallmarks of a State University education. · 
-Will the name change· affe~.t faculty membet teaching responsibilities? . 
No .. This law does not alt_er the course load, research requirements, advising and other 
responsibilities; or what faculty are paid. 
· How will this impact transfer students? ·· ·. · · 
The change will not impact transfer students. The same requirements and standards for 
transfer~ing credits will'apply. Transfer students will not see any iricrease in costs as a result of 
thenewlaw. · 
How wiUthe name che~.nge benefit students? 
Graduating from a campus within·a state university system; with academic offerings on par . 
with teaching universities aci·oss ·the nation, will.help our students compete on a more equal 
. footirig, especially as 45 other states have already moved to state university systems. A State 
· University system more accurately descri~es the breadth and depth of educaHonal offerings and 
. opportunities avail~ble to . our ~tuder~s. ' . 
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What does it mean for alumni? 
Alumni ·feel a renewed sense of pride that their alma mater have been recognized as 
universities. ·· The change in name does not impact their existing degrees. If they prefer, alumni 
may be able to replace their current diplomas with new diplomas reflecting the change in name 
· for six of the state colleges. 
How will the name change benefit the institutions? 
As state universities, our campuses will be better positioned to compete for private 
foundational and federal government funding, and will help us attract the best faculty from a 
national pool of candidates. 
Will the na1ne change result in new programs? 
No. The law does not approve any new programs. New programs will continue to need to be 
approved by the state Deparbnent and Board of Higher Education according to procedures 
already in place. 
Will this give the state colleges the ability to offer doctoral degrees? 
No. the new law does ·not authorize the colleges to offer any new degrees, including doctorates. 
Prior to the state university law, the state colleges were able to offer doctoral degrees only in 
conjunction with the University of Massachusetts. This new law does not change that 
requirement nor approve any new doctoraiprograms. 
Will the name change increase the size of your student body? 
Today, the name "college" or "university" does not tell us much about the size of an 
educational institution. Nationally, there are many small universities and large colleges. Some 
Massachusetts State Colleges are already larger than many private universities. The campuses 
have no plans to expand based on the change to a state university system, and they will 
continue to serve a regional mission, drawing many of their students from surrounding areas. 
Are the state colleges now part ofUMass? 
No. The state universities are not part of the UMass system. The state university system and 
University of Massachusetts s'erve very different missions. UMass is a research university, 
focused on research and traiiting of students at the doctoral level. The state universities will 
remain teaching universities, with faculty who concentrate on teaching, scholarship and service. 
As state universities, will the schools now jump up to Division I in athletics? 
No. The state universities will continue to compete in sports within their current division level. 
( 
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Follow up FAQ suggestions regarding Framingham State University logo and name usage: 
1. Can we begin to use our new name now? 
The bill that Governor Patrick signed into law will take effect October 26,2010. Until then, 
all legal documents need to continue using the name Framingham State College. All other 
uses of ~e name and logo should begin transitioning to "University" immediately, 
2. How should we answer our phonesfemails? 
·Beginning im1nediately, you can use the University name in both phone and email 
correspondence. However, the University logo should not be used in email signatures. 
3. When can we begin ordering new stationery? 
Once you have exhausted your current supplies of business cards, letterhead, envelopes, 
folders etc., you can begin ordering new University stationery. 
4. When advertising for new positions on campus, which logo/name should we use? 
The University name and logo should be used for all advertisements beginning 
immediately. 
5. Can we order new diplomas with the University name? 
University and College replacement diplomas will be made available beginning October 
26, 2010 at a cost of $50 f diploma. To order diplomas please contact the Registrar's Office 
at (508) 626-4545. 
6. When will transcripts with the University name be made available? 
All legal documents (transcripts, diplomas, bills etc.) will transition to Framingham State 
University beginning October 26, 2010. Prior to October 26, Framingham State College 
will still be used for all legal documents. 
7. When will the new logos be made available? 
The new University logos are already available by request. Please contact Nina Ricci at 
x4012 or nricci@framingham.edu 
Of note, the new University Seal will be restricted for official use only. 
. ·. : ,; . 
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. 8.. Can we use the, U~iv~tsit)r name and logo~ for publications print~d for on campus .. · .. 
distribution? · · ·· · . . . · · . · . · · · . · · · 
Yes, the University logo ca.n be used for on-~ampus . p~blication beginning iinmediately . . 
. . ·As previousiy stated, ~11 materials must be approv~d by your divisional vice pre~iderit ·· 
. prior to printing. . . . " . · · 
t : 
. 9~ · Can we· use the 1~ew logo for on-can1pus premi~rri ite:tn~ (t~shirts,· pe11s etC.)? · . 
. : .. Yes. All departments, offices, clubs and stud~nt groups can begin using. the University _: 
11am~ · and lo~o immediately for premium itetnS. · ..· · . .. . · : · · . ·. . . 
-10: When will the bookst9re begin carrying· University iteinst' · . ·. . . . . 
The Follett contract allow.-s for the bookstore to begin using the University name .and logo· 
i~m~diately. . · · · . . __ , . · · 
.. · ... A comprehensive style guide !Jpdate\vill be rel~ased to. campu~-this fall.'!~ the meantime, if you· · 
· have· any additional questions regarding University name and logo use, please contact 
Christopher Hendry; Vice. President of University Advancement ·. . · · .· ·. :· · ·. 
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Masi, Barbara 
- Parece, Barbara 
. Walmsley, Robert _ · 
Bridges,-La Donna 
. . . 
Dalton, Deborah 
Quiray, Maria 
Ross, DaWn 
Zimmerman, Ellen · 
· Previte, Colleen . 
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. PERSONNEL ACTIONS-
-September 15, 2010 
STAFF APPOINTMENTS · 
. Director 
· Academic Affairs 
New Position 
· Staff Assistant 
Admissions 
Replacement · 
Assistant Director 
Advancement · 
_Replacement 
Effective: 0912012010 
Annual Salary Rate: $83,000.06 
Effective: 09 (1.21 2010 
Annual Salary Rate: $38,000.04_ 
Effective: 08I01I20io . 
Artfiual Salary Rate: $44,999.76 
STAFF PROMOTIONS 
Director. 
CASA 
Director 
Dean's Office 
Director 
Advancement 
Staff Assistant 
Career Services 
Int. Assoc. Vice President 
Academic Affairs 
· Effective: 0810112010 
Annual Salary Rate: $65,000.00 
Effective: 0810112010 
·Annual Salary Rate: $59,870.20 
Effective: 0810112010 
· Aimual Salary Rate: $59,999.94 . 
· Effective: 0810212010 · · ·. 
~ual Salary Rate: $40,831.96 
Effective: 0910112010 
Annual Salary Rate: $94,650.40 
FACULTY PROMOTIONS 
· Associate Libradan ... -
.Library 
Effective: 08 I 29 I 2010 
Annu~ Salary Rate: $47,153.63. -
. ·.· __  : Page 1 of 3_ 
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AITACHMENT 5-. . 1f 
·. FULL_TII\fE.TEMPORARY FACUL'rY:.APPOINTMENTS 
.. -~ . . . 
. . ,. ; ..... ·_ . ~ ·" 
. -~ ... 
· · Anwar, M~a~ad Profe·s·sor • · · . Eff~cti.ve: 0812912.010 
•• r ::. •• Econoffii~s & B~sine~s Adrrim~ . _:A~ual S~ary Rate: $70,202.08 
Brookby, Silvy : ' 
; . 
. Donovan; Joseph . 
.. qaivin, Priscilla · · ·· 
~- . . . 
· M~cuso, Halcy?n 
McKenna, Lawrence · 
· Montague, Rodney 
Poliandri, Simone 
. Savini, Lisa 
Sellarole, Teresa 
. > •· ... . . 
· .: Assistant Professor . · 
. Educatio:n · · 
Effective: 0812912010 . . . . 
. Ann.u~ Salary R~te: $5~,50Q.16 
'·, 
.. 
Instructor · · Effe~tive: 0812912010 . 
E~?npmics & -~11siness Ad~~ ~~al .salary ·Rate: $25,000.00 . 
· Irisfructo~ 
· Sociology .. 
· fustructor · · · 
English· .> . 
Assistant Professor 
. . 
. Physics & EaEif ?ciences 
Assistant Profe~sor 
. _History _·· 
·Assistant Professor 
Sociology .. 
Instrtl(;:tor · 
Chemistry & Food ~cienc~ 
· AE?sistant Professor 
Consumer Sciences 
. . . . . 
,_ :·' 
. Effective: 08I29I2Cno · 
:. :Annual Salary Rate: $39,475.28 
Effective: ·08/29/2010 
.... Annual Salary Rate: $40,840.40 
. .-· 
·. Effectiye: 08/29/2010 · 
· Annual Salary Rate: $54,250.04 
. . . . 
. .. 
· Effective: 0812912010 
.· ·Anriual Salary Rate: $52,000.00 
. . . . , 
Effective: 08 I 29 I 2010 
Ann.ual SalarY: Rate: · $52,0,0_0.00. . · 
. . . . 
· Effective: 0812912010 
. Annual S~lary ~ate: $43,477~00 
'_ Effective: 08/2912010 . 
·· Annual Salary Rate: $25,537.72 
·' . . . . 
Stadtler7Chester; Mary:. Ann ·Associate Professor ·· Effective: 08/2912010·· 
·witt, sam · 
·,_ 
· .. ; 
Mo~ern Languages · 
As~lstant Pr~fessor 
·English 
.. : ~- . 
. . ·- ~-
. . . 
,, .• 
-~··. .. ·-
.Annual S,alary Rate: $~4,000.04 
.. Effective: 08/2912010 
. Annual Salary Rate: ~52,500.24 
.. ~ ··. 
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Brogan, Maggie· 
···. ·, Pickles, Andrea 
.. Figueroa, Nicc:nor Jr. 
Hall, Andrew 
Craig, Mary Pat 
Martin, Robert 
( 
C._,~. 
· ·; . ~ .... -'-.-; ~ .. - .... 
RESIGNATIONS · 
Staff Assistant 
·Admissions 
. . ·. 
' Effective: 07/21/2010 
· · Director · Effective: 08/13/2010 · 
.. Academic Technology . • 
· Dean · Effective: 06/30/2010 ._ · 
. Admissions .· 
Professo:( · Effective: 08/28/2010 
Economics & Business Admin. 
' . 
. 'RETIREMENTS · 
Library Assistant ·... · 
Library ' 
· Vice President 
·Academic Affairs 
.. ··.· ·.· 
· Effective: 09/01/2010 . 
Effective: 07/31/2010 
•. :.· 
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Framingham State College 
Board of Trustees 
Update 
Division of Administration, Finance, and Information Technology 
Dr. Dale Hamel, Senior Vice President 
September 30, 2010 
I. Trustee Action Items 
a. Framingham State College Science Project Financing 
Memorandum of Understanding 
i. Proposed college and state financial commitments 
b. FY20 10 Independent Audit of Financial Statements 
Approval Delegation to Board of Trustees Finance Committee 
Attachment 9 
Attachment 6 
i. Finance Committee review and approval of Financial Statements 
Independent Audit by October 15, 2010 State Comptroller 
deadline (committee meeting date to be determined) 
Draft statements to be handed out at BOT meeting. 
II. Trustee Discussion Items 
a. FY20 10 Draft Financial Statements Overview 
i. Highlights to be noted at BOT meeting 
b. FY20 11 Budget Update 
i. Highlights 
1. College FY2011 budget assumed $21.1M in state funding; 
final FY2011 GAA funding of$21.3M 
2. Legislative authorization permitting borrowing to support 
higher education bond bill-authorized capital projects 
3. Commitment to fund revised collective bargaining contracts 
(after agreement on one year delay in implementation) 
c. Capital Projects Update 
1. Highlights 
1. New Residence Hall on schedule and budget 
2. College Center Dining Project Completed 
3. Library Renovation Phase II October Completion Target 
4. Solar Array Projects Scheduled for October-December 
5. DCAM funding received for Hemenway Hall Chiller Project 
and Elevator Repairs 
11. Capital Plan Update Attachment 8 
d. Investments Update 
i. Reporting requirement of May 13, 2010 BOT vote Attachment 7 
( 
( 
Framingham 
STATE COLLEGE 
Framingham State College 
Request for Trustee Action 
Date: September 30, 2010 
Subject: FY2010 Independent Audit of Financial Statements Delegation Approval 
RESOLUTION 
The Framingham State College Board of Trustees (the "Trustees") hereby approve delegation to the' Board of 
Trustees Finance Committee (the "Finance Committee") authority to review and approve FY2010 
Independent Audit of Financial Statements in order to meet Office of the State Comptroller's deadline of 
October 15, 2010 for submittal. Final and approved financial statements will be provided to the full Board of 
Trustees at its next regularly scheduled meeting. 
Framingham 
STATE COLLEGE 
Framingham State College 
Request for Trustee Action 
Date: September 30, 2010 
Subject: Science Project Memorandum of Understanding Financing Plan Approval 
RESOLUTION 
The Framingham State College Board of Trustees (the "Trustees") hereby approve the attached 
Memorandum of Understanding relating to anticipated financing for the Framingham State College 
Upgrade of Science and Academic Facilities Project ("Science Project"). Request for actual financing 
( -.. approval will be brought back to the Board of Trustees upon official statement development. 
I l 
I ( ' 
\ 
u 
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Draft dated 9.3.1 0 for di~cussion purposes 
Revised to show changes from ()rior draft 
AGREEMENT 
This Agreement, made as of the __ day of , 2010, by and between the Framingham State 
College, a state educational institution organized and existing under Chapter 73 of the Massachusetts General 
_ Laws (the "College"), and the Division of Capital Asset Management and Maintenance ("DCAM") a state agency 
constituted under Chapter 7 of the Massachusetts General La~s. sets forth the terms by which the College and 
_ DCAM will work together to undertake the "Project", as defined below. 
WHEREAS, the College would like to expand, modernize and improve the Hem-enway Hall Science 
Center located at the College's campus in Framingham, Massachusetts, more particularly described as DCAM . 
Project Number FRC 0802 ST1 and FRC 0802 DC1 (the "Project"); and 
WHEREAS, DCAM shall control and supervise the Project in accordance with the requirements of law, 
including, without limitation, the applicable provisions of M.G.L Chapters 7, 30, and 149 and 149A; and 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement; and ,. · · · 
.... . . . .. . •. . . . 
WHEREAS, DCAM expects in the future to contrac-t for design services for the Project, and for 
construction and project administration services in connection with the Project, including, without limitation, 
executing a construction contract for the Project; and · 
. WHEREAS, the College and DCAM have agreed to an estimated budget of $63,051,149.00 for the 
Project (such amount as it may be modified or more specifically detailed from time to time in accordance with 
paragraph 10 of this Agreement, the "Project Budget"); and 
WHEREAS, as of the date of this Agreement, DCAM has funding in the amount of $51,389,263 
from a state appropriation under Chapter 258 of the Acts of 2008, Line Item #7066-8000 (said amount, and any 
additional State funds authorized for the Project, are collectively, the "State Appropriation") for the design, 
construction, project adf11inistration costs and other costs of the Project; and 
WHEREAS, the College is willing to provide $11,661,886.00 for the Project (the "College's Project 
· Funding") available for the Project; and 
WHEREAS, the College intends to provide the College's Project Funding from one or more sources as it · 
may select including, without limitation: (1) through borrowing the net amount of $10,000,000 from the 
Massachusetts Health and Educational Facilities Authority or the Massachusetts State College Building 
Authority (the "Borrowed Funds"), and (2) $1,661,886.00 in funds held by the College (the "College Funds"); 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises set forth herein, the-College and DCAM 
agree ·as follows: 
. . 
1. Project Development and Construction: Roles of DCAM and the College 
. . . 
(a) Generally. As used herein, the term "Designer" shall mean all persons with whom DCAM or the College 
contracts to perform design services for the Project pursuant to M.G.L. c. 7, Sections 38A%- 380 and the term 
· "Contractor" or "General Contractor" shall mean all persons with whom DCAM or the College contracts to 
perform construction services for the Project pursuant -to M-.G.L. c. 149 Sections 44A-44J, .or-to provide 
. construction manager at risk services pursuant to MGL c. 149A. DCAM shall control and supervise the design 
and construction of the Project in accordance with applicable law and pursuant to the contract between DCAM 
- or the College and its Designers and any amendments thereto (the "Design Contract") and the contract between 
DCAM or the College and its General Contractors, including the· general conditions,· plans, specifications, any 
addenda issued during tl:le bidding period, ani change orders and any amendments to any. of the foregoing 
(collectively, the "Construction Contract") (the Design Contract and the Construction Contract shall be 
collectively referred t6 herein as the •rcontract Documents"). · 
' . ~ -
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(b) Responsibility and Consultation. · DCAM shall have primarY responsibility for the design and construction ( 
. of the Project, including, without limitation, the selection of the Designer and Contractor for the Project. DCAM . 
shall consult with the College concerning the design and constructi~:>n of the Project. 
(c) Controi_and Supervision. In addition to the other dutie~ and responsibilities set forth herein, DCAM 
shall act in the capacity of a contracting officer and project manager for the Project by; · 
(i) 
(ii) . 
·. (iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
. (vii) 
providing a project manager(s) for the design and construction of the Project and resident -
engineering services to manage the construction process in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph 3 of this Agreement; · -
authorizing payment to the Design'ers and Contractors in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph 6 of this Agreement; :. · · · . · . · , - . · . 
. approving and completin·g certificates of periodic payment for the signature of the College in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 4 of this Agreement; .. _ _ . 
approving and completing the certificate of substantial completion, as provided in paragraph 5 
of this Agreement; . _ 
reviewing and approving design and-construction submittals, change orders; shop drawings and 
· product data and samples, as provided in paragraph 2 of this Agreement; · 
making interpretations and deci~ions ·regarding matters of performance of the Designer arid the 
Contractor as provided in paragraph 9 of this Agreement; and 
authorizing final acceptance and use and occupancy. -
2. Review and Approval of Submittals DCAM shall review and approve or take other appropriate action 
upon the Designe(s and Corttractor's submittals such as ~hop dra~ings, product data and samples after 
receiving recommendations and advice from the Designer (in the case of submittals by the Contractor) and 
consulting with the College. 
3. .. Management of Development and Construction Process DCAM, through its project manager(s), resident ( -
engineers, and consultants shall manage the Project, including the following: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) . 
(vi) 
· (vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
..... 
Provide or arrange for administrative and management services as required in connection with the 
work of the Designer and Contractor; 
. Procure designer services for the Project, and facilitate College involvement during the designer 
selection process; . . . 
Provide the College with a copy of the contract with the selected designer(s), along with any 
changes to the contract, and the College will encumber the contracts and any approved changes 
locally on College account(s) as ·set forth in paragraph 6 of this Agreement; 
Schedule and conduct meetings to discuss all project matters including siting, scope, design, 
progress, problems and scheduling of the Project and arrange for preparation and distribution of 
minutes of such meetings; . 
Require the Designer and Contractor to update the Project schedule as required to show current 
. conditions; . . . .. . .. 
Review requests from the Designer or Contractor for changes, and determine, in consultation with 
the College, necessary or desirable changes (provided, however, that funds to cover the costs of 
changes shall be provided by the Co11ege); and · 
Receive certificates of insurance and any other certificates required under this Agreement or 
under the Contract Documents; 
Maintain· cost accounting records provided by the Contractor to DCAM on any work performed 
under unit costs and any other work requiring accounting records; · 
With advice and recommendations of the Designer, review requests from the Contractor for 
changes, negotiate change order work and determine necessary or desirable changes (provi~ed, 
however, that ·funds to cove~ the costs of a change order are incorporated in the Project Budget in 
accordance with the requirements of paragraph 1 0 below); . · 
Require the Designer to observe the progress and quality of the work and determine that the work 
is being performed in a~cordance with the Contract Documents; 
2 
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During construction, record the progress of the Project in a daily log, which shall contain a record 
of the weather, number of wor~ers of each contractor and subcontractor, work completed, 
problems encountered, visitors and other relevant data; 
During construction, maintain at the site on a current basis, a copy of all contracts, drawings, 
specifications, addenda, change orders, a record set of documents detailing all changes made 
during construction, shop drawings, product data, and samples, and, at the completion of_ the · 
Project, upon requ~st from the College, deliver copies of all such records to the College; 
(xiii) . During construction, inform the College when the Contractor's check-out of utilities, systems and . 
equipment for readiness is scheduled so that the College may elect to observe the same, and · 
(xiv) 
(xv) 
(xvi) 
provide College maintenance person riel an opportunity to undertake initial start-up and testing; 
Receive and review maintenance and operating instructions, schedules, guarantees, bonds, 
certificates of inspection and all other documents required from the Contractor in accordance with 
the Contract Documents,· and provide copies of all appropriate documents to the College; 
Prepare, administer and, if deemed necessary by DCAM, amend the Construction· Contract; 
Reasonably .enforce the Construction Contract and, if deemed necessary by DCAM after 
consulting with the College, make referrals for enforcement promptly to the Attorney GeneraL 
4. Approving and Completing Certificates of Periodic Payment to the Designer and Contractor 
(a) Inspection of Work: .D.CAM shall keep the College informed on the progress ·of the Project. During 
construction, DCAM shall require the Designer to make regular on-site inspections of the progress and quality of 
· the work completed by the Contractor and advise DCAM on whether the work _is being performed in a manner 
consistent with the Contract Documents. · · 
(b) Certification of payment: DCAM shall certify the amounts due to the Designer from the College Funqs by 
· . signing original invoices and submitting them to College for payment as set forth in paragraph 6 of this 
Agreement. Upon the request ·of the Contractor, DCAM shall, with the advice and recommendations of the 
Designer certify the amounts due to the Contractor from the College Funds. DCAM shall execute Certifications 
of payment subject to: (1) an evaluation of the Contractor's work for conformance with the Contract Documents 
upon substantial completion (as defined by G.L. c. 30 section 39K); (2) results of subsequent tests and 
inspections; (3) minor deviations from the Contract Documents correctable prior to completion; and (4) 
·. information, advice or recommendations of the Designer provided to DCAM after a Certification of Payment" and 
any qualifications expressed in writing by DCAM, · · 
(c) Rejection of Non-Conforming Work: DCAM may reject work which ·does not substantially conform to the 
requirements set forth in the Contract Documents, but may rescind such rejection after negotiation of an 
·· agreement with the Designer or Contractor . 
. (d) Additional Testing DCAM may require additional testing or inspection of the Contractor's work, whether or 
not such work is fabricat~d. installed or completed .. 
5. Approving and Completing Certificates of Completio"n DCAM, after receiving advice and 
recommendations of the Designer, shall (a) determine. the date or dates of (i) substantial completion of the 
Project, (ii) use and occupancy and (iii) final completion, and (b) issue a final Certificate for Payment as provided 
in the Contract Documents. · 
6. ·Availability and Delivery of the College's Project Funding and Requisition Process 
3 
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. . . 
The College acknowledges that in proceeding With the Project, DCAM is acting in reliance upon the ·(~ 
representations by the College that the College has the College Funds in currently available funds and will make . 
the College Funds available for payment of requisitions as provided in this Agreement.· . · · 
The College shall from time to time, upon the written request of DCAM, ·provide to DCAM ·written confirmation of 
the foregoing. · .. · .. 
The College further acknowledges that if DCAM determines at any time that the CollegeFunds are not or may · 
not be available in currently available funds, DCAM may suspend or cease work on the Project. The College 
further acknowledges that its failure to. provide the College Funds, or any portion thereof, for the Project in 
accordance with the foregoing provisions may increase the· cost of the Project, and that any costs attributable to 
the unavailability of the College Funds shall be paid by the College from sources other than the College Funds. 
(b) Provision of the Borrowed Funds: · The parties acknowledge that the College intends to borrow the 
net amount of $10,000,000 from the Massachusetts Health and Educational Facilities Authority or the 
Massachusetts State College Building Authority for the Project The College agrees to reasonable efforts to 
obtain such funds on a timely basis for the Project. . ·.· The College shall from time to time, upon the written 
request of DCAM, provide to DCAM a written statement of the College's efforts to obtain such funds which 
statement shall include, without limitation, the College's reasonable estimate of when said funds will be available 
and any restrictions or limitations on the. use of such funds. · · 
The College further acknowledges that if DCAM determines at any time that the Borrowed Funds are not or may 
· not be available when needed, DCAM may determine that the Project, or any portion thereof, shall not be put 
out to bid, or otherwise suspend or ·cease work on the Project until the Borrowed Funds are available. The 
College further acknowledges that its failure to provide the Borrowed Funds, or any portion thereof, for the 
Project in accordance with the foregoing provisions may increase the cost of the Project, and that any costs 
attributable to the unavailability of the Borrowed Funds shall be 'paid by the College from sources other than the 
Borrowed Funds or the College Funds. · ( 
(c) Designation of Agent for Payment of Requisitions: The College hereby designates Dale Hamel, Vice 
President for Administration and Finance, Framingham State College, 100 State Street, Framingham, 
Massachusetts, 01701, as the agent (the "Requisition Agent") to receive requisitions from DCAM and to arrange 
for payments to be made by the College pursuant to this Section 6. 
(d) Submission of Requisitions to the College·. Whenever any party to be paid in part or in full from the 
College's Project Funding presents a bill, a periodic estimate requesting payment of the amount due for the prior 
month(s), or any other request for payment (a "Request for Payment"), DCAM shall review the Request for 
Payment and, after receiving· advice and recommendations of the Designer in the case of a Request for 
Payment from a Contractor, approve or disapprove such Request for Payment. In the event that DCAM 
determines that a Request for Payment is not in the required form or contains computations not arithmetically 
correct,· or is otherwise improper or deficient under the Construction Contract, DCAM shall reject the Request for 
Payment. For each approved Request for Payment, the DCAM project manager shall complete and sign a 
requisition, in the form attached to this Agreement as Exhibit A, and shall forward the signed requisition and the 
corresponding original signed invoice to the attention of the Requisition Agent as soon as possible after the 
invoice has be~n received and approved for payment. 
. . - . . . 
(e) Payment of Requisitions by the College: The College shall make payments as directed in each Requisition. 
The College shall process the requisitions in accordance with the provisions of MGL Chapter 149, Chapter 149A 
(if applicable to the contract to which the requisitions relate), and MMARS Policy: Commonwealth's Bill Paying 
Policy- and General Payment Policies, as issued by the Office of the Comptroller on July--1, 2004, as the same . 
may be amended or modified by said Comptroller, or any other applicable law or regulation. In the event that 
the College fails to make payment in accordance with the foregoing, the College shall be solely responsible for 
the payment of any interest, penalties, late charges or other charges incurred on account of such failure, and 
any payment of interest, penalty, late charge or other charge shall be made from funds other than the College 
Funds. · 
" -: . . 
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·The College shall promptly send copies ,of the wire transfer or check for each payment to the DCAM "Project 
Officer'' designated pursuant to paragraph 11 of this Agreement for DCAM's records. 
7. Records Records of DCAM relating to the Project shall be available to the College at mutually 
convenient times and shall be retained for three (3) years. ~fter final payment to the Contractor . . 
8. Services of Consultants DCAM may retain the services of consultants to assist in performing services 
under this Agreement including, without limitation, the review of ~esign and construction drawings and shop 
drawings, interpretation of Contract documents, and review and approval of payment requests, resolution of 
other Project issues; provided, however, that funds must be designated in the Project Budget for such 
·consultants. 
9. · Interpretations of Contract Documents Upon written request of the Designer, a Contractor or the 
College, DCAM shall be responsible for interpreting the Contract Documents and rendering decisions 
concerning claims, disputes or performance of the Contract Documents. DCAM may rely upon and/or seek 
advice or recommendations from the Designer (except in the case of a request by the Designer) or other 
consultants in connection with such interpr~tations. 
10. . Change in the Project Budget The Project Budget may be amended and/or set forth in more detail from · 
time to time only by mutual written agree.n1ent of the parties. · 
11. Project Officers · The parties hereby appoint the following Project Officers to coordinate the 
implementation of this Agreement: 
For the College: Dale Hamel 
Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance 
For DCAM: Michael Williams 
Director of Programming · 
And 
Michael Lambert 
Director of Construction Services 
Any party may change its Project Officer by written notice to the other party~ The Project Officers or their 
designees shall meet on a regular basis to address any matters arising from time to time in the course of the 
Project. 
Wherever this Agr~ement states that DCAM shall consult with or involve the College, it is acknowledged that the 
College shall make appropriate personnel reasonably available for such consultation or involvement or forfeit 
the right to be consulted or involved. It is also acknowledged that this Agreement's provisions for consultation or 
involvement regarding certain issues do not detract from DCAM's authority to decide those issues. 
12. Permits Any Construction Contract and Design Contract shall require the Contractors and Designers 
for the Project to comply with all applicable laws, and regulations in connection with their conduct. of any work 
relating to the Project. Any Construction Contract and/or Design Contract shall require the Contractor and/or 
Designer to procure all permits and licenses necessary for the prosecution of the work to design and construct 
the Project. · · 
13. Term This Agreement shall be in full force and effect from the date hereof until the Project is complete, 
and final payment to the Contractor is made, as certi.fied by DCAM pursuant to paragraphs 5 and 6 above. This 
Agreement may be enforced by either party through filing a petition for declaratory or injunctive relief in a court 
( -, · . of competent jurisdiction. · · 
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14. Entire Agreement This Agreeme-nt constitutes the entire agreement between the parties concerning the 
subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior agreements, arrangements, and llnderstandings, oral or written , ( 
with respect thereto. · 
15. Rights of Third Parties Nothing contained in this Agreement is intended to or shall confer upon any 
person not a party hereto any rights or remedies. 
. -
16. . ·- Assignment The rights and obligations created under this Agreement involve the particular purposes, 
objectives and characteristics of each of the contracting agencies arid, therefore, no party may assig-n or·-
transfer its rights or obligations hereunder . . 
17. _· Successors and Assigns Subject to the provisions hereof regarding assignment and transfer, this 
Agreement shall bind and benefit the successors of the original parties. · 
. . . 
18. ·Authority of Parties Each party t<? this Agreement represents that it has the right to enter into and 
perform this Agreement 
19. Severability If any term or provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person or 
circumstances shall, to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable the remainder of this Agreement or the . 
application of such term or provision to 'persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid 
or unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby, and each term and provision of this Agreement shall be valid 
and be enforced to the fullest. extent permitted by law. 
20. Non-Waiver of Breach The failure of a party to insist upon strict performance of any of the terms of this 
Agreement in any one or more inst~nce~ will not be construed to be a waiver or relinquishment of any such 
rights or provisions, but the same shall remain in full force and effect. 
21. Governing Law This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts for all purposes without regard to the Commonwealth's law on choice of law. , ( 
22. Additional Documents Upon reasonable request by a party, the other party will execute, acknowledge 
and deliver all additional instruments and documents that may be necessary or desirable to effectuate more fully 
the purposes of the Agreement. 
23. · Survival of Rights and Obligations All matters that relate to a termination of this Agreement, or that in 
normal course would not occur or be effectuated until after any such termination, as well as all rights and 
obligations of the parties p~rtaining thereto,. shall survive any termination and be given full force and effect 
notwithstanding any termination of this Agreement. 
24. Notices All notices under this Agreement will be effective qnly if in writing and delivered by personal 
service, certified mail or common carrier-provided overnight delivery and confirmation of receipt as follows: 
If to the College, to: Dale Hamel .. 
·If to DCAM, to: 
with copies to: 
Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance 
Framingham State College 
. 1 00 State Street 
Framingham, Massachusetts, 01701 
David B. Perini, Commissioner 
Division of. Capital Asset Management 
_One Ash burton Place, 15th fl. · 
Boston, MA 02108 -
Michael McKimmey, Deputy 
Commissioner of Planning, Design and Construction 
Division of Capital Asset Manag~ment 
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One Ashburton Place, 15th floor 
· Boston, MA 02108 
And 
Robert McGinness, General Counsel 
Division of Capital Asset Management 
One Ash burton Place, 15th floor 
Boston, MA 02108 
. . . . . . . . . ' . . -.· .. -__ .. 
Any party by notice given to the other party in accordance with this paragraph 24 may designate another 
address or person(s) for receipt of notices or copies hereunder. Any notice required or permitted by this 
Agreement and given in accordance with this paragraph 24 shall be effective: 
. . . . . . -. . . . . . .. . .. 
(i) upon receipt (i) at the address o(the party to whom directed or (ii) by the designated . 
addressee, if by personal service, whichever is earlier; or 
(ii) five (5) days after the date of mailing, if by certified or registered mail; or 
(iii) one (1) day after delivery to the carrier, if by overnight carrier. · 
25. Counterparts This Ag.reement may be executed by the parties hereto in separate counterparts, each of 
which when so .executed shall constitute an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. · 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned do commit their Agencies to the spirit and letter of this Agreement . 
and do e~ecute this Agreement under seal. . 
·Approved: 
Michael Williams 
Director of Programming 
Division of Capital Asset 
Management and Maintenance 
Approved: 
Michael Lambert 
Director of Construction Service·s 
Division of Capital Asset 
Management and Maintenance 
"< -
FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
By:------------
Name: 
Title: 
DIVISION OF CAPITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT AND 
MAINTENANCE 
By: __________ _ 
. David B. Perini, Commissioner 
! . 
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·· EXHIBIT A ~ . 
· FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
Science and Acade~ic Facilities Upgrade · 
DCAM Project Numbers: FRC 0802 ST1 and DC1 
REQUISITION FORM 
TO: Dale Hamel · 
DATE: 
Vice President for Administration and Finance 
Framingham State College 
1 00 State Street · 
Framingham, Massachusetts, 01701 
Requisition No. [ ] 
REQUISITION FOR PAYMENT 
1. The following sums are requisitioned for payment pursuant to an Agreement dated as of , 
2010 (the "Agreement") by and between the Division of Capital Asset Management and Maintenance ("DCAM") c-
a state agency constituted under Chapter 7 of the Massachusetts General Laws, and Framingham State 
College, a state educational institution organized and existing under Chapter 73 of the Massachusetts General 
Laws (the "College"), with respect to the Project as defined in the Agreement. 
Item No. Amount Invoice No. Payee · Purpose 
Division of Capital Asset Management 
Dated: ________ _ By: __________ _ 
l 
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Framingham 
State University 
Framingham State University Capital Plan 
Anticipated -iming and Funding of Capitai Plan Projects 
(Subject to Change) 
September 15, 2010 
c ( 
Capital Master Plan 
Framingham State University Capital Master Plan 
The Framingham State College Capital Master Plan (2008) is comprised of a series of coordinated projects: 
~ Expansion of the Normal Hin parking 
lot to accommodate State Street lot parking (1) 
~ Construction of a new residence hall, on the 
State Street parking lot site, to increase/ 
diversify housing stock (2) 
~ Early Phase Hemenway Hall Project -
Chiller & Elevator Replacements (3) 
~ Phased Repositioning of O'Connor Hall 
for academic support purposes (4) 
);;> Phase 1 - Upon opening of new 
residence hall, ground floor use 
for offices and Centers support 
);;>Phase 2- Upon Science project 
commencement; as needed for project 
staging support 
);;> Phase 3- Upon Science Project 
completion; relocation of Crocker Hall 
faculty and functions 
~ New Science Laboratory Facility construction 
and Hemenway Hall renovation (5) 
~ Future Power Plant Conversion Project (6) 
~ Future Crocker Hall Project (7) 
~ Future Parking Deck Project (8) 
~ Future Field House/Fields Project (9) 
1 
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Capital Master Plan Current Projects Projected Timeline 
Capital Projects Timeline 
Planning 
Activities 
*Capital Master Plan Complete 
* O'Connor Hall Four Party Agreement .o.nn,rn·lu:u11 
I 
Parking Projects 
Activities 
Study Design Normal Hill Expans,on 
New Residence Hall 
Activities 
O'Connor Hall 
Activities 
Upgrade of Science and 
Academic Facilities Activities 
Pre-Project Package: 
Hemenway Chiller Project 
Construction and Renovation: 
Upgrade of Science and 
Academic Facilities 
(Timing subject to change) 
* State Street 
Study Desiqn 
Chiller Study 
Science Fa ilities Study · 
---
Phase 2 
Science Facil ties Design 
Early Package 
Phase 3 
The Capital Master Plan-identified parking and new residence hall projects have been completed or are underway as noted (up to the current date 
illustrated by the red line). The higher education bond-bill authorized Upgrade of Science and Academic Facilities Project study is complete and is 
awaiting certification upon inclusion of the project in the Commonwealth's Five Year Capital Spending Plan. The current proposal would permit the 
Science Project to proceed immediately to design phase with anticipated early construction activity beginning FY2013, followed by new construction 
of a science laboratory addition in FY2014-FY2015, with renovation of the existing Hemenway Hall facility predominantly in FY2015-FY2016. In line 
with this anticipated timing of Science Project activity, a revised timeline for the phased repositioning of O'Connor Hall has been developed and is 
awaiting state approval; the plan would result in the use of the ground floor beginning Fall 2011 to accommodate Academic Centers activities and 
office needs (with the remainder of the facility continuing as residence housing), further repositioning in Fall 2013 to provide staging support as 
needed during Sc~ence Project construction period, and full repositioning- including relocation of Crocker Hall functions- by Fall 2015. 
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All Current Capital Projects Projected Funding and Timing 
Planned Capital Projects - Draft (Best Case) 
DCAM General Obligation Bond Support 
College Operations 
College Retained Revenues 
College Debt/CREB Financing 
Federal Stimulus 
Dining Contract Support 
MSCBA- Capital Improvement Program (CIP) Allocated Funds 
MSCBA - Debt Financing 
;,..· :"" ~- - ~ ~ · ·- ':~··· .:..--J ... 
Projected Seven Year 
FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 (F Y1 D-FY 1 6 ) Total 
$7,000,000 
$1,025,000 
$695,000 
$300,000 
$975,000 
$12,000,000 
$675,000 
$800,000 
$3,077 ,705 
$4, 178,681 ' 
$1 ,650,000 
$250,000 
$2_1,200,00~ 
$0 
$800,000 $800,000 
$700,000 $700,000 
$3,700,000 $3,400,000 
$850,000 
$450,000 $250,000 
$14,~00,000 
$21 ,000,000 $29,700,000 $1,689,263 $60,064,263 
$800,000 $800;000 $800,000 $5,825,000 
$1,400,000 
$10 ,872,705 
$4,478,681 
$2,500,000 
$250,000 $250,000 $250,000 $2,675,000 
$47,500,000 
Total- Aggregate Planned Capital Projects $21,995,000 $31,831,386 $20,800,000 $5,150,000 $22,050,000 $30,750,000 $2,739,263 $ 135,315,649 
Planned Seending bll Source of Funds o/o of Total Planned Seending bll Buildings/Functions 
G.O. Funds- DCAM Hemenway Project $52,064,263 38°/o Hemenway Hall - Expansion & Renovation $64,476,149 
G .O . Funds- DCAM O'Connor Hall Repositioning $8,000,000 6o/o Residence Halls- New Facility & Existing Facilities Repairs $50,175,000 
Retained Revenues - O'Connor Hall Adaptation $1,400,000 1o/o Repositioning/Adaptation O'Cqnnor Hall $9,400,000 
MSCBA Revenue Bonds - Residence Hall Projects $50,175,000 37% College Center Dining Expansion & Repairs $3,450,000 
MSCBA Revenue Bonds - Parking Projects $695,000 1°/o Other Academic Facilities Projects $3,113,000 
College Financing/Contribution - Hemenway Project $10,750,000 8o/o General Repair Projects $2,075,000 
College CREB Financing (Potential Performance Contract) $177,705 Oo/o Energy Infrastructure Projects $1,356,500 
Federal Stimulus Funded Projects · $4,478,681 3°/o Parking/Signage/Security/Lighting $845,000 
College Operations Funded Projects $5,075,000 4o/o Athletic Fields/Lighting/Restrooms ~425 000 
Dining Contract Funded Projects mz soo ooo 2°/o $136,316,649 
~ $136,316,649 100°/o 
Projected 
FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 ~ 
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Planned Capital Projects -Draft (Best Case) S eptember 201 o 
DCAM (Majority) Financed/DCAM Managed Projects Projected Seven Year 
FY201 0 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 (FY10-FY16) Total 
College Managed/Co/lege Financed Projects Seven Year 
FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 (FY10-FY16) Total 
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STATB COLLEGE 
Framingham State College 
Request for Trustee Action 
Date: May 13, 2010 
Subjects: 
1) Cash Management and Investment Policy: Allocation of Bank Bah:mces Funds, 
Operating/Liquidity Funds, Contingency Funds, and Core Investment Funds Delegation Approval 
2) Selection of Potential Additional Investment Management Services Delegation Approval. 
RESOLUTION 
The Framingham State College Board of Trustees (the "Trustees") hereby approve delegation to the Board of 
Trustees Finance Committee (the "Finance Committee") authority to determine FY2011 allocation guidelines 
for investment of Bank Balances Funds, Operating/Liquidity Funds, Contingency Funds, and Core Investment 
Funds consistent with the (attached} Framingham State College Cash Management and Investment Policy. 
Further, the Trustees approve delegation to the Finance Committee authority for potential selection of an 
additional investment management services firm. The Finance Committee shall report decisions to the full 
Board of Trustees at its first regularly scheduled AY2011 meeting. 
... ' 
·- . 
. ~ . . 
···,· · 
~ . . . June 2, ~010 . . ' .. ·' . 
·- FRAMINGHAM STATE COLLEGE 
. CaSh M~agement .and Investment Policy · 
1 0 . . AUTHORiTY · · 
Massachusetts ·General Laws Chapter 15A provides th.~t the Fr~mingham State College Board of Trustees (BOT) · 
has the authority to establish and manage trust funds : A concurrent :responsibility of the management ·of the funds: . 
is the thoughtfui investment qf trust monies. This Cash Management and Investment Policy is intended ·to guide 
the trustees and the College Administration in the investment of designated cash balances held in College trust . , 
.( __ }_ · 
- accounts. .·· ·. . · - · · . · 
· OBJECT1VE 
. To establish_and maintain -~ in~estme~tportfolio which' is designed to pro~ide f~r the College's cash flow · 
requirements and principal growth of certain funds balances. The basic obJectives of the Cash Management and 
. . Investinent Policy are: _ .. . . . 
· · · 1 .. Safety of principal 
·. 2. Liquidity for operating needs 
3. Return on Investment . 
4_. Diversification of risk 
. POLICY 
· The Framingham State Colleg~ Cash Management and fuvestment Poiky applies to locally held funds as 
identified in Appendix A~ T~e policy specifically excludes federal or other specifically restricted allocations. All . 
. funds are accounted for in the.Colh~ge's financial reporu.~ . . . . . 
. The cash and investment balances ofthe College are classified· as: 1) Bank Balances, 2) Operating/Liquidity Fund, . 
3) Contingency Requirements Fund, and 4) Core Investment Fund; · 
· Bank Balances are funds used to meet immediate cash flow needs for operations and are often required as part of 
minimum balance requirements for bank services provided. The purpose of the Operating/Liquidity Fund is to 
provide sufficient c~h to meet the ongoing fmancial obligations of the College in a timely manner including the 
· · · ability to meet expenses that may result from most unanticipated events. The Contingency Requirements Fund 
aims to produce returns greater than Operatmg!Liquidity Fund balances while allowing for reasonable conversion 
to meet extraordinary· expenses that may arise. The Core Investment Ftind is a dedicated fund to meet specific 
strategiC investment goals of the College. · · 
INVEST:t'YffiNT INSTRUMENTS AND l\1A TURITIES 
1. Bank balance funds are held predomiriantly m interest-bearing checking accounts. Where account activity and 
balances warrant, fund balances may be deposited in money market accounts. 
2. The maturities of the Operating/Liquidity Fund shall generally not exceed one (I) year; provided however, upon . · 
·review of the BOT Investment Committee; the College's Chief Financial Officer may invest in maturities beyond 
one year if such investment is determined, after review of ongoing fmancial obligations and cash flow 
requiiements, to be consistent with the objectives of the portfolio ·and in the best interest of the College. 
Operating/Liquidity Furid balances will be deposited with the State Treasurer in the Massachusetts Municipal 
Depository Trust account or similar accounts: 
3. The maturities of the Contingency Requirements Fund may exceed one (1) year, provide however, that such 
maturities consider potential cash flow and liquidity requirements arising from unanticipated events . . Contingency .. 
·Requirements Funds balances will be deposited ill the Common Fund Short-Term and Intermediate-Term 
accounts or similar vehicles _upon approval of the BOT Investment Committee. · · · 
4. Core Investment Fund will be actively managed by a professional fund manager as selected by the BOT 
Irivestment Committee. _ Inyestment parameters will be governed by statute and this Cash Management and 
Inves~ent Policy. · · . 
5. The portfolio will maintain liquidity· suf~tient to .meetope!iting needs. · 
· 6. All investments will be held in U.S. dollars.· 
. -. 7, Eligible. Invest~entS for B8nk B'alances Funds, . Operating/Liquidity Fund, Contingency Requirements Fund and · 
. Core Investment Fund: ··' · · · · · · 
A. Bank_Balauces .may b~ · deposited in: · 
. .·. a. Interest Bearing Checking Accounts · : .· . :· - - - · .. 
. :;_;;::.J;xl:)~::- N.lO.IDWiM&..lfets!,fit::.~);;:t.;;?.;;}:;~~:;it~-::~. ;\"'! :<·':_~, ,_._,.' ·:_,:·:: ·... . . '~-~~~:;~;':" :_!f · - -.,. -~. ' -~ . .. _ . :x\~~~r.:: · -~, .. :;<,h'if~-~~ .it;-~:~'f 
B~ Operating/Liquidity Fund forwvestm~nt in the portfolio shidlbe limited to: 
. . . • . ~ . . . : - . . . . . . . - ' . -
........__ ________ --
I · 
-,. 
() __ 
.; . ~ . ' 
· .- . ·· 
.. ...... ·. 
: .. · 
· · a~ Obligations issued by the U.S. Treasury 
' ~ b ; Obiigation~ issued by.U.S. Federal Agencies 
:·c. Obligations 'of banks for: . .. · 
. . 1) bankers. accep'tances .. 
·· ·. · · 2) certificates of deposit ·. · 
. · · 3) tinle deposits - · · . 
. · .d. Repurchase agreements secured by U.S. Tr.easury arid U.S. Federai Agencies 
· ·e. Municipal securities · · ... ·. 
. f. Cohimercial paper . . . . .. 
· g. Vehicles. approved by the State Treasurer for .:M:tviDT holdings 
. · . h. Eligible Investments allowable for Bank Balances Funds · · .. · ·. ·. · · 
C. Contingency Requirements Fund ·and Core ~vestments Fund for investment in the poitfolio.may 
· include: · · · · · · · 
a. Corporate mortgage and asset-backed securities · 
b; Corporate equities 
· c. Mutual Funds . , · .. · · · 
d. Eligible Investments . alJo~able for Operating/Liquidity Funds 
All holdings will be·ofhigh. credit quality . . Further, Massachusetts General Laws contain directives regarding ·. 
standards of conduct and authority that apply, under general principles of law, to trustees in their management of 
trusts~ These broader standards obligate a trustee "to conduct himself faitlifully and to exercis~ a sound 
discretion, and to be e~ight~med by observance aS to how men of prudence, discretion, and intelligence manage 
their own affairs, not in regard to speculation but ih regard to the permanent disposition of therr funds, considering 
· the probable income as well as the safety of the capitaL"· A trustee, in other words, has a duty to make the trust . 
· property productive and t? use due care in maintaining a propertrust portfolio. 
The general allocation of Bank Balances;. Operating/Liquidity Fund, Contingency Requirements Fund, and Core 
Investments Fund is specified in Appendix A; · 
DELEGATION OF AUTHORI'TY 
Management responsibility for the investment program is hereby delegated to the Investment Committee of the 
Board of Trustees which shall .operate the investment program.consistent with this approved investment policy . 
. The Investment Committee shall consist of at least three trustees that shall be appointed by the Chairman of the 
Board. The College's Chief Financial Officer and the College' s Director of Financial Services will be a non-
. voting members of the Investment Committee. The Investment Committee shall elect a Chair. A majority vote of 
· . the Investment Committee is required to execute businessin accordance with this approved investment policy . . 
The Chief Financial Officer is authorized to invest, or instruct the Director of Financial Services to invest, the 
College's funds within the guidelines established by this policy or as directed by the Investment Committee. 
ETHICS & CONLICT OF INTEREST 
. . . . 
Trustees, officers and employees of Framingham State College involved in the investment process shall refrain 
· from personal business activities that could conflict with the proper execution of the investment program, or 
which could impair their ability to make impartial investment decisions. 
REPORTING 
. . 
· The Chief Financial Officer shall periodically submit to the investment Committee an· investment report which 
summarizes· investment activity and detail. Said report shall be in a format as prescribed by the Investment 
·. Coinrriittee. The Investment Committee shall meet at lt~ast annually. The Chairman of the Investment Committee 
may call additional meetings as necessary 
. DIVERSIFICATION 
It is the policy of Framingham State College to diversify its investments between growth .and income instruments . 
that are reflective of mark~t returns and conditions .. The Investment Committee may establish strategies and 
guidelines for 'the percentages of the total p'ortfolio that may be invested ·in securities other than repurchase 
· .af?'eements, trea.Sury bills .or i~ured/collater~lized ·certificates of deposit · · · 
·sAFEKEEPING ANn cusTODY 
.. Framingham State College inve.stments shalL be secured through third-party custody and: safe· keeping procedures . 
. ··.;·:~:~::::.:.Be·ar..er.<ih$tk\W1~nts, -shall~:h(;rheld- only~through'third'"-paity institutions: -·'. . ~- :~·.:·x:' :i~f,\f.~~~lt!i'f:!:i1.i:~~;;_;;k:.m·~;t'~:~~~·c;:~··.:·:~~c·,~;;·:-~::::: 
I( 
/ 
(_) 
~) 
Updated: June 2, 2010 
Aooendix A: Allocation of Bank Balances Funds, Operating/Liquidity Funds, Contingency Funds, and 
Core Investments Funds 
Fiscal Year 2011 
Bank Accounts: 
Funds will be held in Bank Balance accounts sufficient to meet the cash flow needs and minimum balance 
requirements of the College as determined by the College's Chief Fiscal Officer and Director of Financial 
S~rvices. Funds in these accounts will be deposited and managed to 1) ensure availability of funds and 2) 
maximize interest income. 
Investment Accounts: 
Funds available for investment reside predominantly in three of the College's Trust Fund accounts: Continuing 
Education Trust Fund, College Operations Trust Fund, and General Purpose Trust Fund. The July 2008, July 
2009, and April 2010 approximate investment balance and investment vehicles employed for each of these 
accounts was as follows: · 
Framingham State College Investment Allocations and Returns 
Beginning FY2009 (July 2008) Balances and Investments Allocations 
Operating/ Contingency Fund 
Liguidity Fund (Common Fund) (Common Fund) 
(Avg, MMDT Dep.) (Short Term Fund) (Intermediate Fund) 
Continuing Education Trust Fund 
College Operations Trust Fund 
General Purnose Trust Fund 
Total 
Percent of Total 
Total Account Net Returns 
Fiscal Year 2007 Returns 
Fiscal Year 2008 Returns 
Fiscal Year 2009 Returns 
·Fiscal Year 2010 (to date) Returns 
Average Annualized Retu;ns over Period 
Annualized Returns Benchmarks over Period 
Standard and Poor's 500 
Barclays Govt Credit Bond Index 
Treasu 12 Month Avera e 
$1 .4 Million 
$3.2 Million 
~2 . 2 MilliQn 
$6.8 Million 
36% 
MMDT 
5.3% 
' 4.2% 
2.0% 
0.5% 
3.1% 
$0.6 Million 
$4.1 Millio!] ~:] .6 Million 
$4.7 Million $1 .6 Million 
25% 8% 
CF-Short Term CF-Interm Term 
4.9% . 6.3% 
0.1% -0.4% 
1.7% -1.2% 
7.6% 
2.2% 2.9% 
Core 
lov~stm~nt Fung Total 
(Boston Trust) 
$0.6 Million $2.6 Million 
$3.2 Million 
~5 .~ MilliQn 113.3 Million 
$6.0 Million $19.1 Million 
31% 
Boston Trust Weighted Average 
14.5% 8.1% 
0.7% 2.7% 
-10.0% -1.8% 
1a5% ~1% 
5.4% 4.0% 
-0.1% 
5.2% 
2.6% 
I 
I 
c) 
c 
The Board of Trustees Investment Committee is authorized to invest College Trust Funds balances during FY20 11 
within the following allocation parameters consistent with the College's Cash Management and Investment 
Policy: 
FY2011 (Effective July 1, 2010) Balances, a~~ lnyestmentsAIIC?cations-· .. 
{numbers in parentf?.e~~s no~e allocation between equi~eS/b~n~o/c~shlaJtemf!{j~f!S} ,, _ 
~--~~~~~--~~~~--~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~--~ Ooer./Uguity Fund _ Contih(Jency Fund . 
. . . . ~ 
. Investment Options and Allocations 
· Alternatives {REITS, Commodities) 
Equity - Active Management 
Equity- Index 
Bond- Funds 
Bond -Index 
Cash Mana ement 
Equiti~s and Alternatives 
Bonds 
Cash and Cash E uivalents 
. MMDT· .. Commonfund· · Commonfuhd. 
Firm 
: (lnte~ediat'e Fund) 
· {o11 ooio} · 
Eaton Vance {50/40/10) 
B.T. (60/40), E.V: {50/40/10) 
Commonfund (60/40) 
C.F. (01100), B.T. {60/40), E.V. {50/40/10) 
COmmonfund {60/40) · 
MMDT 
(Index Funds) 
· {60I4qioj · 
$4.1 
$4.4 
$12.0 
$20.5 
$4.1 
$4.4 
$12.0 
· (ACtive Funds) (Active Fuhds) 
· · {abt4&!o{· · : <s.o/4oto/.1'o> . 
$9.6 : 
1% 
27% 
6% 
27% 
4% 
34% 
100% 
34% 
31% 
34% 
